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Please note: Annotations have been excerpted and/or adapted from descriptions provided by the 
publishers. 
 
 

001.089 I39 
Indigenous knowledge systems and research methodologies : local 
solutions and global opportunities 
Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2020. 
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples—Research—Methodology.  
Summary: Including contributions from Canada, Peru, and Norway, this 
book is anchored by specific themes: exploring decolonizing 
methodological paradigms, honouring Indigenous knowledge systems, and 
growing interdisciplinary collaboration toward Indigenous self-
determination. Reflecting on Indigenous epistemologies and research, this 
text challenges researchers across distinct fields to examine issues of 

power, representation, participation, ownership, accountability, social justice, and transformation 
in research that involves Indigenous populations. Readers are encouraged to consider the 
purposes and utilities of research and its consequences for Indigenous identities, and both 
individual and community well-being. Finally, the contributors reflect on how research has been 
a colonial tool of domination and suppression, but highlight the relationship between local 
Indigenous knowledge systems and global possibilities, offering lessons and advancements 
rather than limitations. 
 

001.4 M149 
Machi, Lawrence A.; McEvoy, Brenda T.  
The literature review : six steps to success. Fourth edition 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022. 
Subjects: Research—Methodology—Study and teaching (Higher). 
Research—Methodology—Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: The fourth edition of the book adds new technology references, 
online guides, graphics, charts, and more to the six-step model for 
successfully composing a literature review. 
 
 
004.0712 L366 
Lau, William 
Teaching computing in secondary schools : a practical handbook 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2018. 
Subjects: Computer science—Study and teaching (Secondary)—
Handbooks, manuals, etc. 
Summary: This book provides a step-by-step guide to teaching computing 
at secondary level. It offers a full framework for planning and delivering 
the curriculum and how to create an environment in which all students 
enjoy computing and feel they can achieve. The focus is on giving 
students the opportunity to transform from users to creators of technology. 
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027.625 G796 
Green, Lucy Santos; Spiering, Jenna  
LGBTQIA+ inclusive children's librarianship : policies, programs, 
and practices 
Santa Barbara, CA : Libraries Unlimited, 2022. 
Subjects: Children's libraries. Libraries and sexual minorities. School 
libraries. 
Summary: School and public librarians are serving ever greater numbers 
of LGBTQIA+ children and families. Transgender children may begin to 
express a strong sense of gender identity as early as two to three years of 
age. Children are also identifying as gay much sooner than earlier 

generations—often between the ages of seven and twelve. Additionally, more children than ever 
before are living with LGBTQIA+ caregivers. In seeking to make our programs and services 
inclusive and equitable for these growing populations, librarians may court controversy and face 
community backlash from patrons who feel queer-inclusive content is inappropriate for young 
children. This book codifies a set of best practices for librarians as they rise to this challenge, 
defining queer-inclusive programs, identifying potential barriers to implementation, and offering 
strategies and resources to overcome them. 

 
 027.663 T651 
Tolley, Rebecca 
A trauma-informed approach to library services  
Chicago, IL : ALA Editions, 2020. 
Subjects: Libraries and people with social disabilities. Library outreach 
programs. Psychic trauma. 
Summary: This book applies a trauma-informed care framework to library 
services. This approach can foster empathetic service, positive patron 
encounters, and a trusting workplace. 
 
 
 
070.43 G762 
Grant, Joyce  
Can you believe it? : how to spot fake news and find the facts 
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Fake news—Juvenile literature. Media literacy—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: Here's a deep dive into how real journalism works, what fake 
news is — and most importantly, how to spot the difference. Organized 

into chapters that explore fake news and why it's so popular, how real news gets made, some 
common types of fake news, and how to investigate what you see online, this book is a must-
read guide for kids who get most of their information online. Readers will become familiar with 
everything from clickbait to advertorials, learning along the way about how bias creeps into fake 
news, why celebrity Instagram posts may not always be truthful, and why they should be extra 
suspicious of anything that makes them feel super smart.  
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128 L574 
Lent, Jeremy 
The web of meaning : integrating science and traditional wisdom to 
find our place in the universe 
Gabriola Island, BC : New Society Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Ecology—Philosophy. Life. Meaning (Philosophy). 
Philosophical anthropology. 
Summary: As our civilization careens toward climate breakdown, 
ecological destruction, and gaping inequality, people are losing their 
existential moorings. The dominant worldview of disconnection, which 
tells us we are split between mind and body, separate from each other, and 

at odds with the natural world, has been invalidated by modern science. The author investigates 
humanity's age-old questions - Who am I? Why am I? How should I live? - from a fresh 
perspective, weaving together findings from modern systems thinking, evolutionary biology, and 
cognitive neuroscience with insights from Buddhism, Taoism, and Indigenous wisdom. 

 
153.6 C955 
Grenny, Joseph; Patterson, Kerry 
Crucial conversations :  tools for talking when stakes are high. Third 
edition 
New York, NY : McGraw-Hill, 2022.  
Subjects: Communication. Interpersonal communication. Interpersonal 
relations. 
Summary: The book that revolutionized business communications has 
been updated for today’s workplace. This title provides powerful skills to 
ensure every conversation―especially difficult ones―leads to the results 
you want. Written in an engaging and witty style, it teaches readers how 

to be persuasive rather than abrasive, how to get back to productive dialogue when others blow 
up or clam up, and it offers powerful skills for mastering high-stakes conversations, regardless of 
the topic or person. 

 
153.733 S855 
Stigchel, Stefan van der 
How attention works : finding your way in a world full of distractions 
Cambridge, MA : MIT Press, 2016. 
Subjects: Attention. Neurosciences. Perception. 
Summary: We are surrounded by a world rich with visual information, but 
we pay attention to very little of it, filtering out what is irrelevant so we 
can focus on what we think we need to know. Advertisers, web designers, 
and other “attention architects” try hard to get our attention, promoting 
products with videos on huge outdoor screens, adding flashing banners to 
websites, and developing computer programs with blinking icons that 

tempt us to click. Often they succeed in distracting us from what we are supposed to be doing. In 
this book, the author explains the process of attention and what the implications are for our 
everyday lives. 
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153.9 C881 
Coyle, Daniel  
The talent code :  greatness isn't born. It's grown. Here's how 
New York, NY : Bantam Books, 2009. 
Subjects: Ability. Motivation (Psychology).  
Summary: What is the secret of talent? How do we unlock it? This 
groundbreaking work provides readers with tools they can use to 
maximize potential in themselves and others. 
 
 
 

 
155.232 D996 
Dyer, Judy 
The highly sensitive :  how to stop emotional overload, relieve anxiety, 
and eliminate negative energy 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2018. 
Subjects: Self-actualization (Psychology). Sensitivity (Personality trait). 
Stress management. 
Summary: Effective strategies are provided in this book to transform the 
sensitive person's thoughts and way of being in everyday life. Many 
options and exercises are included for conquering every aspect of life from 
a perspective of a highly sensitive person. 

 
 
155.333 T449 
Thoele, Sue Patton 
The mindful woman : gentle practices for restoring calm, finding 
hope, and opening your heart 
Coral Gables, FL : Conari Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Mindfulness (Psychology). Peace of mind. Women—
Psychology. 
Summary: As women, we wear various hats in our lives. Oftentimes, we 
forget to stop and take a deep breath to center ourselves. The author 
shows you how to incorporate mindfulness into your busy and dynamic 
life. Learn to take control of your peace and discover how to maintain a 

clear head amid the chaos while keeping your feet firmly on the ground. Finding your way will 
lead naturally to a more open heart, inner peace, and greater zest for life. 
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155.4 S795 
Starnes, Lauren 
Big conversations with little children : addressing questions, worries, 
and fears 
Minneapolis, MN : Free Spirit Publishing, 2022. 
Subjects: Child psychology. Conversation. Life change events. Social work 
with children. 
Summary: This book is designed to help support adults in having potentially 
difficult or emotionally charged conversations with young children about 
world and family events. 

 
155.413 G751 
Grand, Sharon 
Executive functioning workbook for kids : 40 fun activities to build 
memory, flexible thinking, and self-control skills at home, in school, and 
beyond 
Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Attention in children—Problems, exercises, etc. Executive ability 
in children—Problems, exercises, etc. Executive functions 
(Neuropsychology)—Problems, exercises, etc. Memory in children—
Problems, exercises, etc. Self-control in children—Problems, exercises, etc. 

Summary: Executive functioning is the name for the skills we use to pay attention, complete 
tasks, and remember important things. But that’s a lot for a brain to do every day—especially for 
kids. This workbook helps them train their brain to improve their memory, flexible thinking, and 
self-control. Kids will explore 40 hands-on activities to help them conquer executive functioning 
skills at home, at school, and out in the world. 
 

155.41824 G628 
Goloway, Stephanie 
Happily ever resilient : using fairy tales to nurture children through 
adversity 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Fairy tales—Study and teaching (Elementary). Psychic trauma 
in children. Resilience (Personality trait) in children. 
Summary: In this title, the author uses current trauma research and 
beloved multicultural variants of classic children's fairytales to create 
joyful, playful learning experiences for young children. 
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155.5 A637 
The anxiety toolkit for teens : easy and practical CBT and DBT tools 
to manage your stress, anxiety, worry and panic 
Place of publication  Teen Thrive, 2022. 
Subjects: Anxiety in adolescence—Problems, exercises, etc. Anxiety—
Juvenile literature. Self-help publications. 
Summary: This indispensable guide is loaded with useful information 
that’s easy-to-read, fun, and engaging while providing exactly what it says 
it will – a toolkit to understand and manage stress, anxiety, worry and 
panic. 
 
 
155.9042 C372 
Caulfield, Timothy  
Relax, dammit! : a user's guide to the age of anxiety 
Toronto, ON : Allen Lane, 2020. 
Subjects: Relaxation. Stress (Psychology)—Prevention. Stress 
management. 
Summary: In this title, health policy expert Timothy Caulfield takes us 
through a regular day—from the moment we wake up to when we go to 
sleep—and shows the underlying science behind our actions and habits. 
What he reveals is that we make decisions that are based, to a lesser or 
greater extent, on misinformation. Whether he's studying cell phone use, 

bike commuting, or raw-milk cheese consumption, Caulfield shows that many of the things we 
believe to be healthier, safer, or just better, simply aren't. With solid grounding in current and 
reliable scientific findings, the author points to a less stressful way forward—which means we 
can all afford to relax a lot more. 

 
155.915 K36 
Kennedy-Woodard, Megan; Kenndey-Williams, Patrick 
Turn the tide on climate anxiety : sustainable action for your mental 
health and the planet 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Anxiety. Climatic changes—Psychological aspects. 
Environmental psychology. 
Summary: The climate emergency can trigger emotions such as worry, 
anger, and even grief. Harnessing these emotions, validating them, and 
transforming them into positive action is all possible with this book. With 
an explanation of eco-emotions and practical strategies to try, this book 

will empower you to protect your mental health and the planet. 
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158 C873 
Covey, Sean  
The 7 habits on the go:  timeless wisdom for a rapidly changing world 
Coral Gables, FL : Mango Publishers, 2020. 
Subjects: Character. Habit breaking. Self-actualization (Psychology). 
Success—Psychological aspects—Case studies. 
Summary: A condensed guide to improving personal and business health 
and reducing stress. Abridged version of The 7 habits of highly effective 
people by Stephen R. Covey. 
 
 
 
158.2 N555 
Newman, Susan 
The book of no :  365 ways to say it, mean it, and stop people-pleasing 
forever. Second edition 
Nashville, TN : Turner Publishing Company, 2017. 
Subjects: Assertiveness (Psychology). Social desirability. 
Summary: Refusing someone is rarely easy. Often, it's downright 
uncomfortable. But constantly saying "yes" causes anxiety, anger, stress, 
regret, and feelings of powerlessness. Social psychologist and author Dr. 
Susan Newman empowers you to break your debilitating yes habit with 
her simple techniques and insights. This new, enhanced edition is filled 

with research and timely scenarios that offer more ways to say “no” without feeling guilty or 
damaging your relationships. 
 

158.3 D618 
Diversity, culture and counselling : a Canadian perspective. Third 
edition 
Edmonton, AB : Brush Education Inc., 2021. 
Subjects: Cross-cultural counseling—Canada. Minorities—Counseling 
of—Canada. 
Summary: This third edition is designed for students in the fields of 
counselling, social work or other helping professions, or for professional 
counsellors who are interested in working with the diverse people of 
Canada. It encourages counsellors to shift away from Eurocentric 

counselling theories toward methods that recognize diversity and other worldviews. The third 
edition addresses some of the many changes in Canadian society since the second edition came 
out in 2013. Many of these changes relate specifically to issues of race, cultural norms, gender 
and sexuality, and other areas of diversity that are highly relevant to the counselling profession in 
general, and specifically to any counsellor working with culturally diverse clients. The changes 
in this edition address important issues such as systemic racism, immigration policy, 
discriminatory policies in society, and climate change, just to name a few. 
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170.44 K94 
Krznaric, Roman 
The good ancestor: a radical prescription for long-term thinking 
New York, NY : The Experiment, LLC,  2020. 
Subjects: Conduct of life. Empathy. Future, The. Values. 
Summary: This book is a call to save ourselves and our planet by 
targeting the root of our inaction: extreme short-sightedness. It outlines 
six practical ways we can retrain our brains to save our future and create a 
"time rebellion"—shifting our allegiance from our generation only to all 
humanity, present and future. 
 
 
170.83 P955 
Prince, Leona; Prince, Gabrielle  
Be a good ancestor  
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Children—Conduct of life—Juvenile literature. Indigenous 
Peoples in Canada. 
Summary: In this picture book, a repeated call to action reminds young 

readers that everything in our world is connected. 
 
177.7 A769 
Aronson, Brad 
HumanKind  
Vancouver, BC : LifeTree Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Humanitarianism. Kindness. Mentoring. Voluntarism. 
Summary: This book is a compilation of stories about kindness and 
helping one another. The author also offers dozens of ways one can make 
a difference through the simplest of actions. 
 
 
 

 
177.7 H417 
Hayes, Emily  
Kindness is my jam  
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2021. 
Subjects: Conduct of life—Juvenile literature. Kindness—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: With the relatable situations in this book, your child will 
have more care for those around them, practice inclusion and diversity, 
and display more empathy. 
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200.9 F565 
The Five world religions : an overview [DVD]  
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2019. 
Subjects: Buddhism. Christianity. Hinduism. Islam. Judaism. Nonfiction films. Religions. 
Summary: Through examples from the world’s five major religions - Christianity, Islam, 
Hinduism, Buddhism and Judaism - we learn what religion is, why people turn to religion, and 
how it gives meaning to people of different faiths. Why do we have religions? Religions enrich 
the cultures of which they are a part. They meet psychological, emotional and social needs; they 
provide a variety of answers to universal questions. The video looks at belief systems, rituals, 
rites of passage, ceremonies, religious festivals, holy places, symbols, prayer, monotheism, and 
polytheism. Religion has also led to disagreements and conflicts between people of different 
faiths and differing philosophies of life. 
 

300.71 B319 
Bassett, Jonathan; Shiffman, Gary  
From story to judgement : the four question method for teaching and 
learning social studies 
Melton, UK : John Catt Educational Ltd., 2021. 
Subjects: Social sciences—Study and teaching. 
Summary: The Four Question Method helps teachers to plan more 
effectively and students to learn more effectively. It provides guidance for 
writing research essays. The skills our students practice will work for them 
when they encounter and make their own history. 
 
300.71 S553 
Sherrin, David  
Authentic assessment in social studies : a guide to keeping it real 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2020. 
Subjects: Curriculum planning. Educational evaluation. Social 
sciences—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Learn how to move beyond tests and essay writing to 
implement authentic assessments in your middle or high school social 
studies or history classroom. The author explains the value of authentic 
assessments and illustrates practical ways to get started and dive deeper in 
your own practice. The chapters cover a range of categories, including 

different types of written, creative, and civic action assessments. The book includes: planning 
charts and rubrics showing how to use, grade, and give feedback on assessments so they truly aid 
student learning and progress specific examples; useful tips, and ready-to-go instructions that 
you can use immediately with your class; open-ended assessments encourage scaffolding or 
adaptation for individual or group work to fit your classroom needs. You will learn how to 
personalize instruction and provide students with avenues for creativity and the types of learning 
experiences they need to be prepared for a complex world. 
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300.712 T253 
Teaching social studies : a methods book for methods teachers 
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2017. 
Subjects: Inquiry-based learning. Social sciences—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). Social sciences—Study and teaching—Methodology. 
Summary: This book features tasks designed to take preservice teachers 
deep into schools in general and into social studies education in particular. 
Organized around Joseph Schwab's commonplaces of education and 
recognizing the role of inquiry as a preferred pedagogy in social studies, 
the book offers a series of short chapters that highlight learners and 
learning, subject matter, teachers and teaching, and school context. The 42 

chapters describe tasks that the authors assign to their methods students as either in-class or as 
outside-of-class assignments. 

 
302.226 Q9 
Qvist-Sørensen, Ole; Baastrup, Loa  
Visual collaboration : a powerful toolkit for improving meetings, 
projects, and processes 
Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2020. 
Subjects: Communication. Visual communication. 

Summary: Drawing and sketching ideas in groups is a smarter way of thinking, communicating, 
and working. The core method of the book, Five Designloops, gives leaders simple drawing 
tools, techniques and examples of visual collaboration, that can be implemented, in any context, 
including meetings, strategy sessions, project planning, innovating, business plans, etc. For 
example, draw your strategy and hang it in the lunchroom or next to the coffee machine. A good 
drawing is a catalyst for good dialog. It can drive engagement and ownership. Drawing forces us 
to be specific. When we draw together, we learn together, and with a world in constant change, 
our ability to learn together is an absolute necessity for success.  
 

302.23071 S751 
Sperry, Chris; Scheibe, Cyndy  
Teaching students to decode the world : media literacy and critical 
thinking across the curriculum 
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2022.  
Subjects: Constructivism (Education). Critical thinking—Study and 
teaching (Elementary). Critical thinking—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). Interdisciplinary approach in education. Media literacy—
Study and teaching (Elementary). Media literacy—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). 
Summary: This guide to constructivist media decoding explains how all 

teachers can help students navigate a complex media landscape and productively engage in a 
democratic society. 
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302.231083 K99 
Kyi, Tanya Lloyd; Kyi, Julia 
Better connected : how girls are using social media for good 
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Girls—Social life and customs—Juvenile literature. Internet and 
children—Juvenile literature. Internet and women—Juvenile literature. 
Online social networks—Juvenile literature. Social media—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: You've probably seen media stories about the ways girls 
interact online, with headlines like "Depression in Girls Linked to Higher 

Use of Social Media," or "Half of Girls Are Bullied on Social Media." This book focuses on the 
less recognized and positive aspects of the online experiences of girls. From environmental 
activism to gun control, immigration policy to education access, girls are leading the way. 
They're showing up, teaming up and speaking up. With profiles of real changemakers and 
practical tools for getting started, this book is an inspiring look at the amazing things girls can 
accomplish online. 

 
 302.231083 L478 
Lee, Jeffrey A.  
Online predators, an internet insurgency : a field manual for teaching 
and parenting in the digital arena 
Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2020. 
Subjects: Internet and children—Safety measures. Internet—Safety 
measures. Online sexual predators. Online social networks—Safety 
measures. 
Summary: The key to preventing online child predation is Stakeholder 
Involvement. Parents and guardians need to place themselves in the 
forefront of their kids' minds when it comes to their devices. Educational 

professionals need to use their unique positions to educate their students and detect online 
predation and problems in their schools. 
 

 302.30285 A566 
Andrews, Gillian 
Keep calm and log on : your handbook for surviving the digital 
revolution 
Cambridge, MA : MIT Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Human-computer interaction. Internet—Social aspects. Online 
social networks. 
Summary: This book offers sensible advice for ordinary people about how 
to sustain a safe and satisfying online life. This takes some know-how, 
given the risks we face each day. This book offers that knowledge and 

empowers us to shop, share, and connect with one another digitally while protecting ourselves 
from identity theft, Internet addiction, fake news, and data breaches. This is a chatty, 
conversational, self-help book written explicitly for a non-techie audience. Readers who might 
be intimidated by books that are technical, bleak, or frightening, are the intended audience for 
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this book, which translates academic research about media literacy, communications theory and 
history, the psychology of conspiracy theorists, digital security, and relationship violence, and 
helps individual citizens apply these ideas to their lives through concrete activities which 
empower them to navigate the digital revolution with a cool head and a trained eye.  

 
 303.385 C552 
Choudhry, Shakil 
Deep diversity : a compassionate, scientific approach to achieving 
racial justice 
Vancouver, BC : Greystone Books, 2021. 
Subjects: Prejudices. Racism—Psychological aspects. 
Summary: This book is a comprehensive and approachable guide to 
understanding and working toward racial justice, with tools to start 
making a difference today. In this book, the author introduces and 
explains concepts that are essential to achieving racial justice today. As 
you read this book, you will learn about racial justice from a wide range 

of sources including: scientific studies, interviews with experts, and observations from the 
author’s 25 years of experience working with organizations to achieve racial justice. This book 
meets you where you're at and invites you to come along on a journey of self-discovery, social 
awareness, and lifelong learning.  
 

303.483 S641 
Smil, Vaclav 
How the world really works : the science behind how we got here and 
where we're going 
New York, NY : Viking, 2022. 
Subjects: Science and civilization. Science—Social aspects. 
Technological innovations—Social aspects. Technology and civilization. 
Summary: This book is an analysis of the modern science and technology 
that makes our twenty-first century lives possible—a scientist's 
investigation into what science really does, and does not, accomplish. We 
have never had so much information at our fingertips and yet most of us 

don't know how the world really works. This book explains seven of the most fundamental 
realities governing our survival and prosperity. From energy and food production, through our 
material world and its globalization, to risks, our environment and its future, this book offers a 
much-needed reality check—because before we can tackle problems effectively, we must 
understand the facts. Ultimately, Smil answers the most profound question of our age: are we 
irrevocably doomed or is a brighter utopia ahead? Compelling, data-rich and revisionist, this 
interdisciplinary guide finds faults with both extremes. Looking at the world through this 
quantitative lens reveals hidden truths that change the way we see our past, present and uncertain 
future. 
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305.23 H894 
Hughes, Susan  
Same here! : the differences we share 
Toronto, ON : Owlkids Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Children—Cross-cultural studies—Juvenile literature. 
Children—Juvenile literature. Culture—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Children around the world have vastly different lives — 
different cultures, different geography, socio-economic realities, differing 
access to health and education. They speak different languages and eat 
different foods. But despite these differences, they all share common 
needs: the need to communicate, to feel loved and protected, the need to 

have a place to live, the need to learn, to eat, to play, and to dream for the future. 
 

305.23 W319 
Washington, Valora  
Changing the game for generation alpha : teaching and raising young 
children in the 21st century 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Child development. Children—Social conditions—21st century. 
Early childhood education. Parenting. 
Summary: This resource looks at how this generation of young children 
presents new opportunities and challenges, and supports and informs the 
two principal groups of adults in children’s lives―their families and early 
childhood educators. 
 
305.3 G775 
Gravel, Elise; Blais, Mykaell 
Pink, blue, and you! : questions for kids about gender stereotypes 
New York, NY : Anne Schwartz Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Gender identity—Juvenile literature. Sexism—Juvenile 
literature. Sexual orientation—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This is an easy-to-grasp picture book, exploring questions 
relating to gender identity, sexual orientation, and sexism 
 
 
305.42 S571 
Sieghart, Mary Ann 
The authority gap : why women are still taken less seriously than 
men, and what we can do about it 
New York, NY : W. W. Norton & Company, 2021. 
Subjects: Authority—Social aspects. Respect—Social aspects. Sex 
discrimination against women. Sexism. Women—Intellectual life. 
Summary: An incisive, intersectional look at the mother of all gender 
biases: a resistance to women's authority and power. Every woman has a 
story of being underestimated, ignored, challenged, or patronized in the 
workplace. Maybe she tried to speak up in a meeting, only to be talked 
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over by male colleagues. Or a client addressed her male subordinate instead of her. Despite the 
progress we've made toward equality, we still fail, more often than we might realize, to take 
women as seriously as men. In this book, the author examines the wide-ranging implications of 
this critical gender bias. She explores its intersections with race and class biases and the 
measures we can take to bridge the gap. She marshals a wealth of data from a variety of 
disciplines — including psychology, sociology, politics, and business — and interviews 
pioneering women like Booker Prize winner Bernardine Evaristo and Janet Yellen. 
 

306.481 V611 
Vialet, Jill  
Why play works : big changes start small 
Hoboken, NJ : Jossey-Bass, 2021. 
Subjects: Play. School recess breaks. Socialization. 
Summary: In this book, the author shares her insights from a career of 
promoting play. Designed to support schools, education professionals and 
parents in promoting play as an essential tool for increasing social 
connection amongst their students, you'll find out why playing is a 
behavior that's helped children learn to navigate the demands of social 
interaction for eons, and how we can keep it central to their school 

experience even as we return from the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
320.011 S525 
Shafik, Minouche 
What we owe each other : a new social contract for a better society 
Princeton, NJ : Princeton University Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Human services. Public welfare. Social contract. Social ethics. 
Summary: This book identifies the key elements of a better social 
contract that recognizes our interdependencies, supports and invests more 
in each other, and expects more of individuals in return. 
 
 
 
 
320.53 P589 
Picciolini, Christian 
Breaking hate : confronting the new culture of extremism 
New York, NY : Hatchette Books, 2020.  
Subjects: Hate—Social aspects. Picciolini, Christian. Radicalism. United 
States—Race relations. Violence. White supremacy movements. 
Summary: At 14, the author was recruited by a now notorious skinhead 
leader and encouraged to fight with the movement to "protect the white 
race from extinction." He became an expert in racist ideology, and by the 
time he left the movement years later, the nation around him was coming 
apart. This book is the inside story of how extremists have taken the reins 

of our political discourse and a guide to how everyday Americans can win it back. As Picciolini 
demonstrates, our modern world systematically normalizes extremism in such a way that we 
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grow blind to it, only recognizing it in the wake of tragedy. This book explains why terrorism 
and violence have come to characterize our daily lives and why that doesn't need to be the case. 
 
 

323.11970711 N632 
Nickel, Sarah A.  
Assembling unity : Indigenous politics, gender, and the Union of BC 
Indian Chiefs 
Vancouver, BC : UBC Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Indigenous Peoples—British Columbia—Politics and 
government. Indigenous women—British Columbia—Politics and 
government. Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs. 
Summary: Established narratives portray Indigenous unity as emerging 
solely in response to the political agenda of the settler state in 1969. But 
unity has long shaped the modern Indigenous political movement. With 

Indigenous perspectives in the foreground, this book explores the relationship between global 
political ideologies and pan-Indigenous politics in British Columbia through a detailed history of 
the Union of BC Indian Chiefs. The author demonstrates that the articulation of unity was 
heavily negotiated between UBCIC members, grassroots constituents, and Indigenous women's 
organizations. This incisive work unsettles dominant political narratives that cast Indigenous 
men as reactive and Indigenous women as apolitical. 

 
333.72 C627 
Clendenan, Megan 
Fresh air, clean water : our right to a healthy environment 
Victoria, BC : Orca Book Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Children and the environment—Juvenile literature. 
Environmental health—Citizen participation—Juvenile literature. 
Environmentalism—Citizen participation—Juvenile literature. Human 
rights advocacy—Citizen participation—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book explores the connections between our environment 
and our health, and why the right to live in a healthy environment should 

be protected as a human right. The book features profiles of kids around the world who are 
taking action and important environmental rights court cases. Hear the powerful stories of those 
fighting for change. 
 

341.48 W361 
We are all born free : the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 
pictures 
London, UK : Frances Lincoln Children's Books, 2015. 
Subjects: Human rights—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was signed on 
10th December 1948. It was compiled after World War Two to declare 
and protect the rights of all people from all countries. This collection, 
published 60 years on, celebrates each declaration with an illustration by 
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an internationally-renowned artist or illustrator and is the perfect gift for children and adults 
alike. 
 

346.048 S257 
Saunders, Kurt M.  
Intellectual property and the law of ideas  
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2021. 
Subjects: Contracts. Idea (Philosophy). Intellectual property. 
Summary: Ideas are the fuel of industry and the entertainment business. 
Although an extensive body of intellectual property law exists to protect 
the rights of inventors, authors, and businesses that own valuable brands 
or confidential proprietary information, raw ideas receive no protection. 
Nevertheless, the originator of a potentially useful and marketable idea is 
not without legal recourse. The courts have developed, through a long line 

of common law precedents, legal protection for novel and concrete ideas under certain 
circumstances. The originator of an idea can rely on contract law, whereby the recipient may 
expressly or implicitly agree to pay for the idea. Alternatively, if the idea is disclosed in 
confidence, its unauthorized use by the recipient allows the originator of the idea to recover 
compensation. Finally, some courts have treated the ownership of ideas as quasi-property rights. 
 

362.2083 B239 
Barbre, Jean; Anderson, Ingrid 
Supporting children's mental health and wellbeing : a strength-based 
approach for early childhood educators 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Children—Family relationships. Mentally ill children—Care. 
Well-being. 
Summary: The emotional lives of young children are growing increasingly 
more complex. This book incorporates strength-based childcare strategies 
to foster positive reciprocal relationships between caregiver and young 
children and strengthen children's resilience and wellbeing. 

 
363.700971 W167 
Waldron, Ingrid R. G.  
There's something in the water : environmental racism in Indigenous 
and Black communities 
Halifax, NS : Fernwood Publishing, 2018. 
Subjects: Blacks—Canada—Politics and government. Canada—Ethic 
relations. Environmental policy—Canada. Equality—Canada. 
Hazardous waste sites—Canada. Indigenous Peoples—Canada—Politics 
and government. Racism—Canada. 
Summary: This book is an examination of the legacy of environmental 
racism and its health impacts in Indigenous and Black communities in 

Canada. 
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370.1 N427 
Nelson, Ken; Ronka, David 
Designing and leading life-changing workshops : creating the 
conditions for transformation in your groups, trainings, and retreats 
Kittery Point, ME : Cliffhouse Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Holistic education. Seminars. Workshops (Adult education) 
Summary: Drawing on real-life stories, new science, and ancient wisdom, 
you'll learn the skills and gain the confidence you need to: design and use 
interactive techniques that open the heart and inspire self-discovery; show 
up as your authentic self and discover the power of your presence; build 
trust as the foundation for safe inquiry and honest dialogue; and ignite 

original thinking, group wisdom, and learning that lasts. With ready-to-use exercises, templates, 
worksheets, and checklists, you'll create and fine-tune your workshops, training, and retreats. 
This book will help you get clear about your calling and give you the right tools to empower 
others. You'll learn how to create the conditions for real creativity, optimal learning, 
extraordinary outcomes, and fun. 
 

370.114 O58 
Hinrichsen, Kayse 
180 days of social-emotional learning for fifth grade : practice, assess, 
diagnose [kit]  
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: The boy and the bayonet — The egg salad sandwich 
incident — Malala Yousafzai. 

 
 

370.114 O58 
Hinrichsen, Kayse; Hinrichsen, Kris 
180 days of social-emotional learning for first grade: practice, assess, 
diagnose [kit] 
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: Calm down — Life at the top — What makes a 
family? 
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370.114 O58 
Kemp, Kristin  
180 days of social-emotional learning for fourth grade: practice, assess, 
diagnose [kit] 
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: Change the world — Goldilocks visits her aunts — 
Protecting animals. 

 
370.114 O58 
Smith, Jodene Lynn; Van Dixhorn, Brenda  
180 days of social-emotional learning for Kindergarten: practice, 
assess, diagnose [kit]  
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: Be kind -- Good for me : love -- I wear my feelings. 
 
 370.114 O58 
Hinrichsen, Kris 
180 days of social-emotional learning for second grade : practice, 
assess, diagnose[kit] 
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: Making things right — New ideas — Women who 
changed the world. 
 

 
 

370.114 O58 
Edgerton, Jennifer 
180 days of social-emotional learning for sixth grade: practice, assess, 
diagnose [kit] 
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: Real or fake news? — Social media — Victoria's 
victory. 
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370.114 O58 
Kemp, Kristin 
180 days of social-emotional learning for third grade: practice, assess, 
diagnose [kit] 
Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Decision making—Study and 
teaching. Emotional intelligence—Study and teaching. Social skills in 
children—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Contents: The boy who cried wolf and other Aesop fables — 
Fighting fair — Find your sport. 

 
 

 370.115 S625 
Six lenses for anti-oppressive education : partial stories, improbable 
conversations 
New York, NY : Peter Lang, 2014. 
Subjects: Discrimination in education. Teaching—United States. 
Summary: This book spotlights six themes or "lenses" for understanding 
and analyzing education and its relation to oppression and anti-oppressive 
transformation. It brings together multiple perspectives on anti-oppressive 
education from various contexts, including K-12 schools, teacher 
education programs, postsecondary institutions, and community-based 
organizations. 

 
 370.115 T859 
Troubling truth and reconciliation in Canadian education : critical 
perspectives 
Edmonton, AB : University of Alberta Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Canada—Ethnic relations—Study and teaching. Canada—Race 
relations—Study and teaching. Critical pedagogy—Canada. Culturally 
relevant pedagogy—Canada. Culturally sustaining pedagogy—Canada. 
Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—Education—
Canada. Transformative learning—Canada. 
Summary: This book offers a series of critical perspectives concerning 
reconciliation and reconciliatory efforts between Canadian and Indigenous 

Peoples. Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars address both theoretical and practical aspects 
of troubling reconciliation in education across various contexts with significant diversity of 
thought, approach, and socio-political location. Throughout, the work challenges mainstream 
reconciliation discourses. This timely, unflinching analysis will be invaluable to scholars and 
students of Indigenous studies, sociology, and education. 
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 370.117 L445 
LeBlance, Gess; Fredrick, Tim  
Who's in my classroom? : building developmentally and culturally 
responsive school communities 
Hoboken, NJ : Jossey-Bass, 2021. 
Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Teachers—Training of. 
Summary: There is increased pressure for schoolteachers and 
administrators to better understand their students of color and become 
more responsive to their lives and needs. But how? Traditionally it has 

been difficult for schools to make time for instruction on "non-academic" subjects like race and 
social and emotional learning. However, for the first time, the Every Student Succeeds Act of 
2015 required schools to select one "non-academic metric" (e.g., increases in SEL skills, 
decreases in discipline disparities) for measuring school quality and climate. This mandate, along 
with the social changes of the past six months, gives schools powerful motivation to purchase 
books and training that will help teachers and administrators create more responsive and 
effective school climates. 
 

 370.15 F174 
Faith, Laurie; Bush, Carol-Anne 
Executive function skills in the classroom : overcoming barriers, 
building strategies 
New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Educational psychology—Research. Executive functions 
(Neuropsychology). Teachers—In-service training. 
Summary: With insight and humor, this motivating guide shows how to 
bring executive functions (EF) to the forefront in K–8 classrooms—
without adopting a new curriculum or scripted program. Ideal for 

professional development, this book includes flexible, practical, research-based ideas for 
implementation in a variety of classroom contexts. It shares stories from dozens of expert 
teachers who are integrating explicit EF support across the school day. It provides a clear 
approach for talking about EF barriers and strategies as part of instruction, and working as a 
class to problem-solve, explore, and apply the strategies that feel right for each student. 
 

370.152 D926 
Dunstan, Julie; Cole, Susannah  
Flexible mindsets in schools : channelling brain power for critical 
thinking, complex problem-solving and creativity 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative ability—Study and teaching. Critical thinking—Study 
and teaching. Metacognition. Problem solving—Study and teaching. 
Self-culture. 
Summary: This book abandons painstaking evolution in favour of a bold, 
transformative revolution. It blends research and easily implementable 
practice to drive solutions that give learners and educators the freedom to 

become self-directed— to unleash questioning, problem-solving and creativity. The Flexible 
Mindsets Model fuses three components that rely on each other to drive self-directed learning: 
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metacognition, "I CAN" mindset messages and executive function processes. This book presents 
a roadmap for how to create an environment and culture where learners are aware of what works 
when, feel safe to take learning-related risks, believe that they are capable and have the tools 
they need to learn.  
 

 370.1523 M121 
McCaffrey, Tony  
Infinite learning diversity : uncovering the hidden talents of our 
students 
Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2019. 
Subjects: Cognitive learning theory. Cognitive neuroscience. Multiple 
intelligences. 
Summary: Are schools smart enough to detect the cognitive diversity of 
students? In this book, we will discuss a framework that will help teachers 
identify the talents of their students. 
 
 
 370.7155 H848 
Howard, Colin; Carroll, Joy 
The school mentor's guide : how to mentor new and beginning 
teachers 
London, UK : Learning Matters, 2020. 
Subjects: Mentoring in education. Teachers—In-service training. 
Summary: Whether you are a recently qualified teacher who has taken on 
their first mentee or are a professional mentor who is responsible for 
groups of trainees and teachers in the early years of their careers, this book 
explores what effective mentoring is and how to succeed in your role. 
 

 
 371.102 A283 
Aguilar, Elena; Cohen, Lori 
The PD book : 7 habits that transform professional development 
Hoboken, NJ : Jossey-Bass, 2022. 
Subjects: Teaching—Practice. Teaching—Vocational guidance. 
Summary: This book compiles everything the authors know about 
designing and facilitating professional development and have categorized 
that knowledge into eight habits (and eight chapters). The book will offer 
you habits and behaviors to emphasize the actions that you can take. 

Readers will also discover how to make decisions when designing and delivering PD that not 
only navigate inequities, but that create equitable spaces. 
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371.1024 W872 
Wong, Harry K.; Wong, Rosemary T.  
The classroom instruction book : creating lessons for maximum 
student achievement 
Mountain View, CA : Harry K. Wong Publications, Inc. 2022. 
Subjects: Effective teaching. Lesson planning. Student-centered learning. 
Teachers—Training of. 
Summary: This book showcases teachers and the instructional practices 
used to make an impact on student learning. 
 
 371.1412 F733 
Forst, Sarah 
The teacher's guide to self-care : build resilience, avoid burnout, and 
bring a happier and healthier you to the classroom 
Place of publication : The Designer Teacher, LLC, 2020. 
Subjects: Burn out (Psychology)—Prevention. Self-care, Health. 
Teachers—Health and hygiene. Teachers—Job stress. 
Summary: This book offers advice for teachers on creating self-care 
routines to help foster sustainable careers, including tips on navigating 
additional responsibilities such as parenting, graduate school, and a second 
job. It covers strategies concerning physical, emotional, spiritual, social, 

intellectual, vocational, and environmental self-care. 
 

371.14122 V611 
Vialet, Jill; von Moos, Amanda  
Substantial classrooms : redesigning the substitute teaching 
experience 
Hoboken, NJ : Jossey-Bass, 2021. 
Subjects: Educational change. Substitute teachers. Substitute teaching. 
Summary: This book ushers in a new era of innovation in substitute 
teaching. Threaded with concrete and actionable ways to improve the 
experience of substitute teaching for administrators, students, and the 
teachers themselves, this book is a leading voice for innovation and 
renewal in substitute teaching. Instead of viewing substitute teachers as a 

placeholder in an educator’s absence, this book encourages readers to view substitute teachers as 
vital resources that diversify the typical classroom learning experience.  While other books look 
only at making a bad situation bearable, this book re-examines substitute teaching with an eye 
towards reinventing it as a unique and valuable part of students’ educational experience. 
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371.144 N618 
Nichols, Hedreich  
Finding your blind spots : 8 guiding principles for overcoming implicit 
bias in teaching 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Discrimination in education. Reflective teaching. 
Summary: Diversity and inclusivity are necessary parts of every 
classroom, but even well-meaning educators struggle to fully exemplify 
true inclusivity. This book provides an in-depth look at discriminatory 
practices and how to eliminate them from your classroom. With chapters 
on guilt, personal bias, microaggressions, and discriminatory language, the 

author does not pull punches. The goal of this book is to provide all the necessary tools to foster 
inclusivity in every aspect of classroom education. 

 
371.20082 L265 
Lane, Debra E.; Cullen, Kimberly  
Raise her up : stories and lessons from women in international 
educational leadership 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Educational leadership. International schools—Administration. 
Women in education. Women school administrators. 
Summary: This book unpacks the challenges women face as educational 
leaders in international schools. The anthology shares real-life experiences 
of ten women leaders, providing insight into the hurdles they have faced 
and the lessons they have learned. Along with these personal narratives, 

the contributors analyze the experiences individually and collectively and provide powerful self-
development and reflection exercises. By reading this book women leaders will feel empowered 
to break through traditional boundaries and discover how to transform their leadership practice. 
 

371.254 D726 
Doubet, Kristina J.  
The flexibly grouped classroom :  how to organize learning for equity 
and growth 
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2022. 
Subjects: Ability grouping in education. Inclusive education. Team 
learning approach in education. 
Summary: In this comprehensive guide to flexible grouping, the author 
shares a staged implementation approach that takes students from simple 
partner set-ups designed to build cooperative skills to complex structures 
ideal for interest and readiness-informed academic exploration. 

 
371.26 S959 
Supporting student assessment in Saskatchewan  
Regina, SK : Ministry of Education, 2022. 
Subjects: Education—Evaluation—Saskatchewan. Educational tests and measurements. 
Grading and marking (Students). Students—Rating-of. 
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Summary: This document "aims to support teachers and school divisions and Conseil des écoles 
fransaskoises leaders. The overview and each module are intended to expand on the assessment 
model and its four guiding principles to assist teachers in embedding the principles into 
classroom assessment practice." Printed from the Internet. 
 

371.3 N935 
Novak, Katie; Tucker, Catlin R.  
UDL and blended learning : thriving in flexible learning landscapes 
San Diego, CA] : IMPress, 2021. 
Subjects: Blended learning. Educational technology. Individualized 
instruction. Universal design. 
Summary: This approachable, in-depth guide unites the adaptability of 
Universal Design for Learning with the flexibility of blended learning, 
equipping educators with the tools they need to create relevant, authentic, 
and meaningful learning pathways to meet students where they’re at, no 
matter the time and place or their pace and path. With step-by-step 

guidance and clear strategies, the authors empower teachers to implement these frameworks in 
the classroom, with a focus on cultivating community, building equity, and increasing 
accessibility for all learners. 
 

371.33 C135 
Cain, Victoria 
Schools and screens : a watchful history 
Cambridge, MA : MIT Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Audio-visual education—History—20th century. Education—
Effect of technological innovations on. Educational technology—
History—20th century. Mass media in education. 
Summary: The author chronicles twentieth-century schools' experiments 
with screen media and investigates the contests over citizenship and civic 
education that emerged in reaction. 
 
 
371.334 A769 
Arora, Varun 
Artificial intelligence in schools : a guide for teachers, administrators, 
and technology leaders 
New York, NY  : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Artificial intelligence—Educational applications. 
Summary: This is the first book to explore the use of AI as a tool to 
enhance K-12 instruction and administration. Every industry and sector 
will be drastically affected by the presence of artificial intelligence, and 
schooling is no exception. Written for the in-service community – leaders, 
administrators, coaches, and teachers alike – this is your one-stop 

opportunity to make sure you don’t fall behind the fast pace and promising innovations of today's 
most advanced learning technology. The author presents AI as a problem-solving tool for 
teaching and learning, exploring its potential and application in real-world school contexts and in 
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the language of educators. Covering curriculum development, feedback and scoring, student 
empowerment, behavioral and classroom management, college readiness, and more, the book is 
full of novel insights and concrete, strategic takeaways. 
 

371.334 W881 
Woodard, Hollie  
Hacking flex teaching : 10 solutions for your blended, hybrid, or 
distance learning classroom 
Highland Heights, OH : Times 10 Publications, 2021. 
Subjects: Blended learning. Distance education. 
Summary: This book provides guidance in the flexible world of education 
technology, which has changed the way teachers teach and the way 
students learn. It shows how teachers can create one lesson format that 
streamlines teaching, engages students, and elevates learning outcomes. 
 
 
 371.33468 S727 
Southgate, Erica 
Virtual reality in curriculum and pedagogy : evidence from 
secondary classrooms 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2020. 
Subjects: Virtual reality in education. 
Summary: This book explores the instructional, ethical, practical, and 
technical issues related to the integration of immersive virtual reality (VR) 
in school classrooms. The book’s original pedagogical framework is 
informed by qualitative and quantitative data collected from the first-ever 
study to embed immersive VR in secondary school science, ICT, and 

drama classrooms. Students and scholars of technology-enhancing learning, curriculum design, 
and teacher education alike will find key pedagogical insights into leveraging the unique 
properties of VR for authentic, metacognitive, and creative learning. 

 
371.335 S481 
Serafini, Frank 
Beyond the visual : an introduction to researching multimodal 
phenomena 
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Education—Research—Methodology. Visual learning—
Research. Visual literacy—Research. Visual sociology—Methodology. 
Summary: This book is a survey of contemporary approaches to 
researching a wide range of visual and multimodal phenomena. Beginning 
with a comprehensive overview of the theoretical foundations that support 
the analytical frameworks, the text is organized into two parts―texts and 

objects, events and spaces―with corresponding analytical approaches. Examples and outlines 
are provided to help novice and experienced researchers conduct their own studies. Vignettes by 
some of the most renowned scholars in the field of multimodality research take the reader behind 
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the scenes of various projects to experience the thoughts and decisions that go into 
conceptualizing and applying the analytical frameworks presented in the book. 
 

371.337 T253 
Teaching in the game-based classroom : practical strategies for grades 
6-12 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Simulation games in education. Video games in education. 
Virtual reality in education. 
Summary: This book is a hands-on guide to leveraging students' embrace 
of video games toward successful school performance. Evidence tells us 
that game-based learning can help teachers design classes, develop 
transformative learning tools, and assess progress on multiple levels not 
dependent on one-size-fits-all bubble sheets. Authored by game-savvy 

teachers in partnership with classroom-experienced academics, the highly varied chapters of this 
book are concise yet filled with sound pedagogical approaches. Middle and high school 
educators will find engaging new ways of inspiring students' intrinsic motivation, skill 
refinement, positive culture-building, autonomy as learners, and more. 
 

371.35 R913 
Ruday, Sean; Cassidy, Jennifer 
Remote teaching and learning in the middle and high ELA classroom: 
instructional strategies and best practices 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Blended learning. Distance education. English language—
Study and teaching (High school). English language—Study and teaching 
(Middle school). Technological innovations. Web-based instruction. 
Summary: Teaching in remote, distance, and hybrid environments can be 
overwhelming and confusing, and poses many challenges for novice and 
veteran teachers alike. This book will guide you through the best practices 

of English language arts instruction, and help you reflect on ways to apply those practices in 
remote learning. It will help you envision future instruction that draws from the most useful 
aspects of educational innovations. Understanding that remote teaching looks different in each 
subject, the authors identify methods specifically designed for middle and high school ELA 
classrooms. Designed for use in remote, hybrid, and hyflex environments with synchronous or 
asynchronous learning, this resource gives teachers a toolbox of research-backed 
recommendations, ideas, examples, and practices for teaching in unpredictable and new 
environments. 
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371.37 J66 
Johnson, Benjamin Stewart  
Better questioning for better learning : strategies for engaged 
thinking 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Questioning. Thought and thinking—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Learn how to ask deeper questions and develop better 
questioning habits with this important resource. The author takes you step 
by step through the key considerations and brain-based research to keep in 
mind when developing questions. He begins with an overview of why it’s 
important to understand participants’ thought processes when being asked 

questions. He then shows how to set expectations for virtual questions and face-to-face 
questions; how to plan authentic, higher-order questions; how to scaffold and differentiate 
questions; and how to avoid zombie questions. In addition, he debunks myths such as wait time 
and points out the best ways to help learners support their answers, use questions to check for 
understanding, and more. Each section concludes by helping you create an action plan to 
improve your skills in a given area. Appropriate for teachers, instructional coaches, training 
facilitators, and specialists, the book can be used independently or in schoolwide book studies to 
help educators of all subjects and grades improve the depth and quality of their questioning. 
 

371.384 D217 
Dargatz, Peter  
Teaching off trail : my classroom's nature transformation through 
play 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Outdoor education. Play. 
Summary: This book offers strategies for readers to implement the 
author's unique teaching philosophy to increase opportunities for play, 
creative expression, and personalization in both the indoor and outdoor 
classroom. In his own classroom, the author brought learning outside by 
creating a nature kindergarten program that emphasizes community 

partnerships, service learning, and meaningful and memorable experiences in the outdoors. He 
incorporates techniques often identified with more informal settings like Reggio or Montessori, 
and shows how they work within a public school system. 
 

371.39 G737 
Grafwallner, Peggy J.  
Not yet—and that's okay : how productive struggle fosters student 
learning 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Cognitive styles in children. Learning, Psychology of. 
Student-centered learning. 
Summary: In this book, the author turns failure on its head by 
supporting educators to design classrooms that encourage setbacks and 
obstacles in the learning process. Although students traditionally fear 
failure, the not-yet approach explains how grades 3-12 teachers can 
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make struggle productive by providing a classroom culture and targeted scaffolds to better 
support students in overcoming academic fear and embracing trial-and-error opportunities. Full 
of research-based strategies and firsthand teacher accounts, this book explains how to design 
supportive, student-centered classrooms. 

 
371.713 C712 
Collins, Brittany R.  
Learning from loss : a trauma-informed approach to supporting 
grieving students 
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2022. 
Subjects: Bereavement in children. Children—Counseling of. Grief in 
children. Loss (Psychology) in children. School mental health services. 
Students—Mental health services. Students—Mental health. Teacher-
student relationships. Teachers—Mental health. 
Summary: From the neuroscience of bereavement to trauma-informed 
pedagogies, social-emotional learning to teacher-wellbeing, this book 

comprises stories, strategies, and supporting evidence regarding best practices for teaching 
bereaved students and navigating themes of mortality at school. 
 

371.82997071 D296 
Cote-Meek, Sheila (Ed.) 
Decolonizing and Indigenizing education in Canada 
Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2020.  
Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. 
Indigenous Peoples—Canada—Intellectual life. Indigenous Peoples—
Education—Canada—History. 
Summary: Providing practical and theoretical perspectives, this edited 
collection seeks to advance critical scholarship on several issues related to 
interrogating the complexities around decolonization and Indigenization of 
postsecondary institutions. This book considers the place of Indigenous 

epistemologies, knowledges, methodologies, curriculum, and pedagogy. The volume is built 
around two connecting themes: Indigenous epistemologies (exploring the place of Indigenous 
Knowledges in postsecondary curriculum including Indigenization of curriculum and pedagogy) 
and decolonizing postsecondary institutions (building space in the academy for Indigenous 
Peoples, resistance and reconciliation). This book is timely in an era of Truth and Reconciliation 
in Canada with most postsecondary institutions working toward indigenization and 
decolonization. 
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371.9 B467 
Beninghof, Anne M.  
Specially designed instruction : increasing success for students with 
disabilities 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Children with mental disabilities—Education. Classroom 
management. Individualized instruction. Mainstreaming in education. 
Summary: This book equips you with the answers to the most frequently 
asked questions around incorporating special education services into the 
general classroom – What is SDI? Who is responsible? How do we make 
it happen? Focused on creating an effective planning process that you and 

your team can follow to develop specially designed instruction, this toolkit includes dozens of 
practical examples, worksheets, and prep tools to ensure readers walk away with a thorough 
understanding and ready-to-use ideas. Whether you have years of experience working with 
students with disabilities or are new to the profession, this critical guide provides effective 
strategies for every classroom. 
 

 371.9 W776 
Winner, Michelle Garcia; Crooke, Pamela  
Socially curious and curiously social : a social thinking guidebook for 
teens and young adults with Asperger's, ADHD, PDD-BOS, NVLD, 
or other murky undiagnosed social learning issues 
San Jose, CA : Think Social Publishing, Inc., 2009. 
Subjects: Autistic youth—Education—Handbooks, manuals, etc. 
Developmentally disabled children—Education—Handbooks, manuals, 
etc. Social learning—Handbooks, manuals, etc. Social skills in 
adolescence—Handbooks, manuals, etc. 
 
 

 
 371.9046 M277 
Mangin, Melinda M.  
Transgender students in elementary school : creating an affirming 
and inclusive school culture 
Cambridge, MA : Harvard Education Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Discrimination in education. Gender identity—Psychological 
aspects. Gender nonconformity. Inclusive education. Transgender 
children—Education. Transgender youth—Education. 
Summary: This book offers guidance to educators who want to provide a 
supportive school culture and climate for transgender and gender-
expansive students. 
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371.914 B814 
Brain training for kids with FASD : 100 activities to improve writing 
and reading skills 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 20-?. 
Subjects: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Autism spectrum 
disorders. Creative activities and seat work. Dyslexic children. Fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorders. 
Summary: These art and logic games are designed to help students with 
dyslexia, ADHD and Autism to overcome reading confusion, messy 
handwriting, letter reversals, and problems with attention span. 
 
371.914 W956 
Writing, spelling and math activity book for kids with atypical 
autism, dyslexia, ADHD, FASD 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 20-?. 
Subjects: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Autism spectrum 
disorders. Creative activities and seat work. Dyslexic children. Fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorders. 
Summary: In this workbook for children, you have all the necessary 
activities to make a child improve his writing and reading skills while 
having a pleasant and fun time. It helps students analyze sound-symbol 

relationships, broaden their vocabulary, and build spelling skills to become better readers. 
 

371.9144 D229 
Das, J. P.  
Reading difficulties and dyslexia : essential concepts and programs for 
improvement 
Thousand Oaks, CA : SAGE, 2020. 
Subjects: Dyslexia. Dyslexics—Education. Reading disability. 
Reading—Remedial teaching. 
Summary: Previously, dyslexia was defined as primarily a deficit at the 
word reading level. When the original edition of this book was published, 
the core deficit was thought to be phonological coding. The search for a 
single factor for dyslexia is no longer pursued. However, we must explore 

why approximately 15 per cent of school children have difficulties in learning to read or doing 
math. This updated edition offers an explanation based on contemporary developments in the 
study of cognition and neuroscience. It also studies the impact of poverty on learning, a 
relatively new but extremely important area of interest. 
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371.9144 O78 
Orton Gillingham tools for kids with dyslexia : 100 activities to 
help children with dyslexia differentiate and correctly use "b", 
"d", "p", and "q" letters 
Place of publication : BrainChild, 2022. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Dyslexic children—
Education. English language—Alphabet—Problems, exercises, etc. 
English language—Writing—Problems, exercises, etc. Reading—
Remedial teaching—Problems, exercises, etc. 
Summary: This book includes activities based on the Orton 
Gillingham methodology that teaches connections between letters 

and sounds to help the child use letters "b", "d", "p" and "q" correctly. Years 6-8. 
 
371.9144 R355 
Reid, Gavin; Clark, Jenn 
Dyslexia tools workbook for teens : 120 exercises to improve reading 
skills 
Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Dyslexia—Problems and exercises. Dyslexia. 
Summary: Boost your reading skills with dyslexia exercises for teens. 
Living with dyslexia can be hard, but with practice it's possible to build 
your reading and writing abilities—and this woorkbook can help. It offers 

a whole bunch of exercises to develop your spelling and language fluency in a range of different 
ways. As you work through this book, you'll gradually improve the skills that will help you 
succeed in school and in the future. 

 
371.92 E45 
Eller John F.; Hierck, Tom 
Trauma-sensitive leadership : creating a safe and predictable school 
environment 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Children with mental disabilities—Education. Educational 
psychology. Post-traumatic stress disorders in children. Psychic trauma 
in children. School environment. 
Summary: In this book, the authors emphasize the importance of creating 
safe schools where students build resilience to cope with traumatic 
experiences. This book helps readers understand the impact of trauma and 

develop a trauma-sensitive mindset that champions the idea that all students can learn at high 
levels and be successful. School leaders will examine practical, research-based strategies they 
can implement in their schools to support teachers and students in building positive behavior 
management and learning experiences. 
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371.94 W135 
Wagner, Sheila 
Inclusive programming for elementary students with autism : a 
manual of social and communication skills. Second edition 
Arlington, TX : Future Horizons, 2021. 
Subjects: Autism in children. Autism spectrum disorders. Autistic 
children—Education (Elementary). Inclusive education. Mainstreaming in 
education. Special education teachers. 
Summary: Children should be able to move in a safe and socially 
successful manner through their school years despite changing family 

culture, their activity level or degree of insight into the consequences of their behavior. One 
would also hope that they develop a positive character and good values about human rights and 
social responsibility along the way. The most important long-term goal, however, is that they 
grow into content, kind, and successful fellow human beings. This book illustrates more than 120 
goals for developing positive personality features, adequate social behavior and communicative 
competence. Ideas for long- and short-term goals have been selected from existing school 
programs, general education of values, as well as from parents and teachers. 

 
372.21 A958 
Avilés, Jill McFarren; Flores, Erika Amadee 
Hearing all voices : culturally responsive coaching in early childhood 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Early childhood education—
Social aspects. Early childhood teachers—Training of. Parent-teacher 
relationships. 
Summary: After working in the field of early childhood education 
extensively, the authors concluded that coaching educators from a holistic, 
culturally responsive, and strength-based perspective are three of the most 
powerful tools that will enhance the lives of young children and their 

families and contribute to equity in early childhood settings. This book offers a culturally 
responsive framework that supports educators in understanding the importance of equity in their 
interactions with children and families. The framework focuses on implementing practical 
strategies that can help increase equity in early education through day-to-day interactions.  
 

372.21 C978 
Curtis, Deb; Carter, Margie 
The art of awareness : how observation can transform your teaching. 
Third edition 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Early childhood teachers. 
Observation (Educational method). 
Summary: The art of observing children is more than merely the act of 
watching them – it is also using what you see and hear to craft new 
opportunities in your classroom. This resource provides a wealth of 

inspiration and practice. It will help early childhood educators learn to observe in new ways, 
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witness children's remarkable competencies as they experience childhood, and find new joy in 
their work with children. 
 

372.241 G973 
Gull, Carla; Goldstein, Suzanne Levenson 
Loose parts learning in K-3 classrooms  
Lewisville, NC : Gryphon House, 2021. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Early childhood education—
Activity programs. Play. 
Summary: Loose parts. You have heard the term, probably in the context 
of promoting engaging play with open-ended, natural, and manufactured 
materials that can be manipulated with limitless possibilities. In this book, 
discover how a loose parts mindset promotes active learning in the early 

elementary classroom, enhancing curriculum and ensuring connection to state standards. 
Offering inspiration and guidance on developing, applying, and teaching a loose parts mindset, 
the authors break down common myths of using loose parts for learning and walk you through 
getting started in the classroom and on the school grounds. Examine your role as an educator, 
address safety concerns, and explore how you might evaluate and assess loose parts in the 
classroom for science, technology, reading and literacy, engineering, art, and math lessons.  

 
372.35 H236 
Hands-on STEAM. First grade : learning fun workbook 
Honesdale, PA : Highlights Learning, 2021. 
Subjects: Art—Juvenile literature. Creative activities and seat work. 
Engineering—Juvenile literature. Mathematics—Juvenile literature. 
Science—Juvenile literature. Technology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This first grade, STEAM-based workbook features hands-on 
experiments and projects to do with an adult. It features puzzles and 
activities that get kids thinking critically and creatively while having fun. 
 

 
 
372.35 H236 
Hands-on STEAM. Kindergarten : learning fun workbook 
Honesdale, PA : Highlights Learning, 2020. 
Subjects: Art—Juvenile literature. Creative activities and seat work. 
Engineering—Juvenile literature. Mathematics—Juvenile literature. 
Science—Juvenile literature. Technology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: The hands-on experiments, projects and activities in this 
workbook get kids ages 5 to 6 to think critically and creatively while 
having fun. STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) 
learning encourages kids to experiment and engineer, to make mistakes 

and learn from them, and to be problem-solvers and critical thinkers—now and for life. This 
book features more than 15 age-appropriate projects (using common, household materials) for 
kindergartners to tinker with. Simple step-by-step instructions guide kids in exploring concepts 
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in physical, life and earth sciences; sprinkled in are lots of open-ended questions and prompts for 
further investigating, along with tips for talking with kids about each project.  

 
372.35 H236 
Hands-on STEAM. Preschool : learning fun workbook 
Honesdale, PA : Highlights Learning, 2020. 
Subjects: Art—Juvenile literature. Creative activities and seat work. 
Engineering—Juvenile literature. Mathematics—Juvenile literature. 
Science—Juvenile literature. Technology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: The hands-on experiments, projects and activities in this 
workbook get kids ages 3 to 5 to think critically and creatively while 
having fun. STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) 
learning encourages kids to experiment and engineer, to make mistakes 

and learn from them, and to be problem-solvers and critical thinkers—now and for life. This 
book features more than 15 age-appropriate projects (using common, household materials) for 
preschoolers to tinker with. Simple step-by-step instructions guide kids in exploring concepts in 
physical, life and earth sciences; sprinkled in are lots of open-ended questions and prompts for 
further investigating, along with tips for talking with kids about each project.  
 

372.35 H236 
Hands-on STEAM. Second grade : learning fun workbook 
Honesdale, PA : Highlights Learning, 2021. 
Subjects: Art—Juvenile literature. Creative activities and seat work. 
Engineering—Juvenile literature. Mathematics—Juvenile literature. 
Science—Juvenile literature. Technology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This second grade, STEAM-based workbook features hands-on 
experiments and projects to do with an adult. It features puzzles and 
activities that get kids thinking critically and creatively while having fun. 
 
372.357 T253 
Teaching climate change in primary schools : an interdisciplinary 
approach 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Climate changes—Study and teaching (Primary). Environmental 
education. Environmental justice—Study and teaching (Primary). 
Summary: This book provides an overview of climate change and 
highlights the importance of including climate change education in 
primary schools. It emphasises the importance of cross-curricular 
pedagogical approaches with a focus on climate justice, providing in-depth 
assistance for teaching children aged 3 -13 years. Informed by up-to-date 

research, the book helps teachers to remain faithful to climate change science whilst not 
overwhelming children. Accompanied by online resources, this book includes practical and easy 
to follow ideas and lesson plans that will help teachers to include climate change education in 
their classrooms in a holistic, cross-curricular manner.  
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372.357 W265 
Warden, Claire  
Green teaching : nature pedagogies for climate change and 
sustainability 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022. 
Subjects: Climate changes—Study and teaching (Elementary). 
Environmental education. Nature study. Outdoor education. Sustainable 
living—Study and teaching (Elementary). 
Summary: Just being outside doesn't always guarantee a connection to the 
natural world. An awareness of the environment needs to be embedded 
within the curriculum, and with climate change and sustainability being 

such important and urgent issues, this book is a timely and much needed resource for early years 
and primary educators. 
 

372.37 S215 
Sanders, Jayneen 
My body! What I says goes!  
Victoria, Australia : UpLoad Publishing Pty Ltd, 2016. 
Subjects: Child sexual abuse—Prevention—Juvenile literature. Personal 
space—Juvenile literature. Privacy—Juvenile literature. Secrecy—
Juvenile literature. Touch—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This is a book to empower and teach children about personal 
body safety, feelings, safe and unsafe touch, private parts, secrets and 

surprises, consent, and respectful relationships. 
 
372.4 F597 
Fleming, Jane; Catapano, Susan 
More mirrors in the classroom : using urban children's literature to 
increase literacy 
Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2016. 
Subjects: Children with social disabilities—Books and reading. City 
children—Books and reading. Classroom libraries. Culturally relevant 
pedagogy. Reading (Elementary)—Social aspects. 
Summary: Nearly 30% of all public school children attend school in large 
or mid-size cities. For schools serving culturally and linguistically diverse 
populations and large numbers of children living in poverty, a significant 

achievement gap persists. Proponents of multicultural education often advocate for instruction 
with culturally relevant texts to promote inclusion, compassion, and understanding of our 
increasingly diverse society. Less discussion has focused on the significant body of research that 
suggests that culturally relevant texts have important effects on language and literacy 
development. By "connecting the dots" of existing research, this book raises awareness about the 
critical role that urban children's literature can play in helping children learn to read and write. In 
addition, it provides practical step-by-step advice for increasing the cultural relevance of school 
curricula to accelerate literacy learning. 
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372.4 M647 
Miller, Donalyn; Lesesne, Teri S.  
The joy of reading  
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2022. 
Subjects: Books and reading. Children—Books and reading. Motivation 
(Psychology). Motivation in education. Reading (Elementary). Reading 
(Middle school). 
Summary: This book is a guide to teachers, librarians, administrators, and 
families to create the conditions for joyful reading – with a clear 
understanding of the realities of today's classrooms and libraries. 
 

 
 372.4 M887 
Mort, Janet Nadine  
The joyful literacy interventions framework : closing literacy skill 
gaps 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2020. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Reading (Early childhood). Reading 
(Primary). 
Summary: This book provides a concise overview of the research base for 
Joyful Literacy Intervention methods, complete with references so that 
teachers can feel confident about the interconnections between the 

research and subsequent implementation. Each chapter in this book pairs with a video in The 
Joyful Literacy Video Series, a very special series of 18 PowerPoint videos that documents four 
years of curriculum design and seven years of implementation in hundreds of classrooms.  
 

 372.4 M887 
Mort, Janet Nadine  
Joyful literacy interventions. Pre-K to 3 : early learning classrooms 
essentials 
United States : CreateSpace, 2014. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Reading (Early childhood). Reading 
(Primary). 
Summary: While play is critical in early learning classrooms where child 
development theories must prevail, vulnerable children need more than 
play. Play is simply not enough! This book describes how to implement a 

skill-mastery model invisibly in a play-based environment through games, play, inquiry and 
targeted small group instruction. This book is based on the most recent literacy research. This 
research highlights the factors that have the most lasting effect on future reading success if 
implemented in the early years. Alphabetic principles, phonological awareness, shared reading 
and shared writing, rapid automatized naming, and use of children’s names as a key instructional 
strategy are featured prominently. When implemented together in the classroom setting, they 
provide a complete classroom experience that will result in literacy success for over 90% of all 
children by the end of grade two. 
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 372.452 A285 
Ahiyya, Vera.  
Rebellious read alouds : inviting conversations about diversity with 
children's books 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022. 
Subjects: Children—Books and reading. Oral reading. Picture books for 
children—Educational aspects. 
Summary: This resource attempts to empower educators to courageously 
converse with students around important and culturally relevant current 

topics in a way that's developmentally appropriate and meets ELA and social justice standards. 
After laying the foundation for why diverse books and difficult conversations about "hushed 
topics" are important, this book explains: how to create classroom conditions that scaffold 
students' deep thinking and conversations using picture books; and how to address concerns from 
students, colleagues, and parents. This book presents 45 read aloud lessons around current, 
diverse picture books that can spark deep conversation and learning about self, others, and the 
world. Author Vera Ahiyya is beloved by thousands of educators worldwide as The Tutu 
Teacher (@thetututeacher and @diversereads on Instagram) for her love of children's books, her 
enthusiasm for teaching young children, and her passion for facilitating conversations about race, 
identity, and social justice using read alouds as an entry point.  
 

372.47 K78 
Koepke, Heather 
No-glamour reading : basic comprehension 
Austin, TX : PRO-ED, Inc., 2002. 
Subjects: Reading comprehension—Study and teaching. Reading 
comprehension. Reading. 
Summary: Grade 4 through 9; Ages 9 through 14. 
 
 
 
372.5 D746 
Dower, Ruth Churchill 
Creativity and the arts in early childhood : supporting young 
children's development and wellbeing 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2020. 
Subjects: Arts—Study and teaching (Early childhood). Creation (Literary, 
artistic, etc.)—Study and teaching (Early childhood). Creative ability in 
children. 
Summary: Offering practical guidance on encouraging creativity in early 
childhood settings, this book highlights the importance of the arts and 
creativity for children's learning, critical thinking, social interaction and 

self-regulation. The book considers the impact of creativity on early brain development and 
discusses how to choose the right arts or creative approach for your children. Principles for 
creative curriculums, teaching, assessments and environments are provided and each chapter 
includes a 'practitioner toolkit' element, with reflective questions and practical strategies for 
implementing the learning from the chapter into daily practice. 
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372.623 H343 
Harwayne, Shelley  
Above and beyond the writing workshop  
Portsmouth, NH : Stenhouse Publishers, 2021. 
Subjects: English language—Composition and exercises—Study and 
teaching (Elementary). English language—writing—Study and teaching 
(Elementary). 
Summary: This book is filled with original writing challenges designed to 
bring back the spirit of the original writing workshop model and 

encourage teachers to enhance it with invention, innovation, and inspiration. Teaching creative 
writing is not only possible, but an important process in their instruction. 
 

372.7 C953 
Crowther, Ingrid  
The path to early math : what preschool teachers need to know 
Lewisville, NC : Gryphon House, 2021. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Mathematics—Study and teaching 
(Early childhood). Mathematics—Study and teaching (Early 
childhood)—Activity programs. 
Summary: Whether you are a teacher looking for ways to strengthen the 
math learning in your early childhood classroom, an educator in a 
community of practice who wants to learn more about teaching math in 
developmentally appropriate ways, or a teacher-educator who wants to 

offer students an easy-to-use reference and guide for helping young children develop their math 
competencies and skills, this text will help you make math learning a fun and worthwhile activity 
in your setting. 
 

372.87044 L856 
Longo, Shawna; Gates, Zachary  
Integrating STEM with music : units, lessons, and adaptations for K-
12 
New York, NY : Oxford University Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Interdisciplinary approach in education. Music—Instruction 
and study. Science—Study and teaching. 
Summary: This text offers 15 fully-developed and classroom-vetted 
instructional plans and assessments span in age range from kindergarten 
through grade 12. With these instructional lessons for music and STEM 

classes, teachers in training, current educators, and administrators can better understand and 
immediately use tools for planning, assessing, and the practical teaching of STEM with music. 
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375 L212 
Lalor, Angela Di Michele  
Making curriculum matter : how to build SEL, equality, and other 
priorities into daily instruction 
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2021. 
Subjects: Affective education. Education—Curricula. Educational 
equalization. Service learning. 
Summary: At the heart of education are two fundamental questions: 1) 
what should we teach and 2) how should we teach it? Educators striving 
to design and deliver the best-possible learning experiences can feel 
overwhelmed by the possibilities. To help them make these critical 

decisions, the author identifies five key priorities of a curriculum that matters—practices, deep 
thinking, social and emotional learning, civic engagement and discourse, and equity. 
With insightful observations, research-based background information, and real-world examples 
from a variety of schools and districts, this book presents teachers and administrators with a path 
for reaching their most important overall goal: to provide comprehensive, meaningful learning to 
all students. 
 

378.12 A648 
Applebaum, Barbara 
White educators negotiating complicity : roadblocks paved with good 
intentions 
Lanham, MD : Lexington Books, 2022. 
Subjects: College teachers, White—Attitudes. College teaching—Social 
aspects. Education, Higher—Social aspects. Multicultural education. 
Racism in higher education. 
Summary: What does it mean to be a white educator teaching about and 
against whiteness to a racially diverse group of students while 
simultaneously acknowledging one's white complicity? This book gleans 

insight from philosophical scholarship that can help respond to the challenges that white 
complicity creates for pedagogy. 
 

379.26 B458 
Bending the arc towards justice : equity-focused practices for 
educational leaders 
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2021. 
Subjects: Educational equalization. Educational leadership. Social justice 
and education. 
Summary: This book provides educational leaders with a deeper 
understanding of equity-focused and inclusive leadership practices, while 
offering intersectional views on social inequalities and stark reminders of 
the work still ahead. Connecting theory to practice, this book offers 
needed encouragement and inspiration to both in-service and practicing 

educational leaders. 
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379.26 D575 
Dignity-affirming education : cultivating the somebodiness of 
students and educators 
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Educational change. Educational 
equalization. Somebodiness. Teacher-student relationships. 
Summary: The word "dignity" isn't typically used in education, yet it's at 
the core of strong pedagogy. Written by authors with wide-ranging 
expertise, this volume shows educators how to affirm students' dignity in 
their everyday practice. It is important reading for working with students 
of any age, including nontraditional or adult learners, in formal and 

informal settings. 
 

379.26 L438 
Leask, Marilyn; Younie, Sarah  
Education for all in times of crisis : lessons from Covid-19 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: COVID-19 (Disease). Educational equalization. 
Summary: This book is a response to the loss of learning experienced by 
children and young people during the COVID-19 crisis. It examines the 
measures which were taken to fix the disruption of education and their 
limitations particularly in reaching marginalised groups. Chapters explore 
the challenges involved ensuring continuity of education for all learners in 
times of crisis and disruption and sets out practical solutions that are 

relevant for preparing for natural disasters and ones caused by humans, as well as for climate 
change challenges and future pandemics. The focus throughout is on building the sustainability 
of learners' education into education systems to ensure educational continuity for all learners in 
times of disruption and crisis.  
 

379.26 M395 
Mascareñaz, Lauryn 
Evident equity : a guide for creating systemwide change in schools 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Educational change. Educational equalization. Educational 
leadership. 
Summary: Equity is an essential aspect of education for all, and it is just 
as relevant to school and district leaders as it is to classroom teachers. 
Leaders need to know how to make equity the norm in their institutions. 
The author provides a comprehensive way for leaders to demonstrate and 
integrate equity into every facet of their schools. Each chapter of the book 

covers a different aspect of equitable leadership, from organizing staff to benefit equity to 
staying strong in the face of inevitable adversity. This book seeks equitable education for all and 
shows how leaders can spearhead that movement. 
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418.0071 T256 
Tedick, Diane J.; Lyster, Roy  
Scaffolding language development in immersion and dual language 
classrooms  
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2020. 
Subjects: Education, Bilingual. Immersion method (Language teaching). 
Language arts—Correlation with content subjects. 
Summary: This book introduces research-based pedagogical practices for 
supporting and enhancing language development and use in school-based 
immersion and dual language programs in which a second, foreign, 
heritage, or indigenous language is used as the medium of subject-matter 

instruction. Using counterbalanced instruction as the volume's pedagogical framework, the 
authors map out the specific pedagogical skill set and knowledge base that teachers in immersion 
and dual language classrooms need so their students can engage with content taught through an 
additional language while continuing to improve their proficiency in that language. 
 

428.00712 C595 
Cark, Urszula  
Developing language and literacy in English across the secondary 
school curriculum : an inclusive approach 
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, 2019.  
Subjects: English language—Study and teaching (Secondary). Literacy. 
Summary: This book draws on original research and a language-based 
pedagogy approach to examine how secondary schools in the UK can 
devise and implement coherent language and literacy across curriculum 
policies and strategies, so that grammar and associated metalanguage 
becomes an integral part of their day-to-day curriculum practices. The 

research was undertaken in three 11-18 secondary schools in England, where the majority of 
students are categorised as having English as a second language (EAL), and where a significant 
minority are also socially disadvantaged in two of the three. The author argues that paying 
explicit attention to the linguistic structures through which subject knowledge is realised can be 
of benefit to all pupils in ways that are also socially just and democratic. This book provides an 
important bridge between academic theory and educational practice that will appeal to applied 
linguists and sociolinguists, as well as to teachers, teacher trainers and practitioners. 
 

428.00712 H631 
Hicks, Troy 
Mindful teaching with technology : digital diligence in the English 
language arts, grades 6-12 
New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Educational technology. English language—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). Language arts (Secondary). Language arts (Secondary)—
Computer-assisted instruction. 
Summary: Technology is integral to teaching in the English language arts, 
whether in-person, hybrid, or remote. In this guide, the author shows how 
to teach and model "digital diligence"—an alert, intentional stance that 
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helps both teachers and students use technology productively, ethically, and responsibly. 
Resources and lesson ideas are presented to build adolescents' skills for protecting online 
privacy, minimizing digital distraction, breaking through “filter bubbles,” fostering civil 
conversations, evaluating information on the Internet, creating meaningful digital writing, and 
deeply engaging with multimedia texts.  
 

497.32382 R237 
Ratt, Solomon 
Âhkami-nêhiyawêtân = Let's keep speaking Cree  
Regina, SK : University of Regina Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Cree language materials. Cree language—Textbooks for 
foreign speakers—English. Second language acquisition. 
Summary: An important language resource that helps intermediate 
nêhiyawêtan learners begin to understand more advanced grammar of the 
language. Building on mâci-nêhiyawêwin / Beginning Cree, this book 
helps intermediate nêhiyawêtan learners begin to understand more 

advanced grammar of the language. The textbook is more than a language textbook though: it 
includes a series of the author’s original stories written in Cree, complete with comprehension 
questions, making it ideal for self-study as well as classroom use. Text in English and Cree. 
 

507.1 L324 
Larkin, Douglas B.  
Teaching science in diverse classrooms : real science for real students 
New York, NY : Routledge, 2020. 
Subjects: Science—Study and teaching. 
Summary: As a distinctive voice in science education writing, the author 
provides a fresh perspective for science teachers who work to make real 
science accessible to all K-12 students. Through compelling anecdotes and 
vignettes, this book draws deeply on research to present a vision of 
successful and inspiring science teaching that builds upon the prior 
knowledge, experiences, and interests of students. With empathy for the 

challenges faced by contemporary science teachers, this book encourages teachers to embrace 
the intellectual task of engaging their students in learning science, and offers an abundance of 
examples of what high-quality science teaching for all students looks like. 
 

507.1073 C951 
Crosscutting concepts : strengthening science and engineering 
learning 
Arlington, VA : NSTA Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Engineering—Study and teaching—Standards. Science—Study 
and teaching—Standards. 
Summary: This book shows how to design and implement three-
dimensional instruction for all students by understanding the potential of 
crosscutting concepts to strengthen science and engineering teaching and 
learning. 
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507.8 M662 
Mims, Forrest M.  
Make: Forrest Mims' science experiments : DIY projects from the 
pages of Make 
San Francisco, CA : Maker Media, 2016. 
Subjects: Science—Experiments—Juvenile literature. Science—
Methodology—Popular works. 
Summary: Collecting the author’s work from Make: magazine, , these 
columns range from such simple projects as building an LED tracker for 
hand-launched night rockets to such challenging builds as transforming 

strings of data into unique musical compositions. A variety of photography and imaging projects 
are featured, including an ultra-sensitive twilight photometer that measures the elevation of 
layers of dust, smoke, and smog from around 3,000 feet to the top of the stratosphere at 31 miles. 
Most of the projects can be done with a collection of simple electronic components, such as 
LEDs, transistors, resistors, and batteries. To inspire and motivate readers, the book also includes 
profiles of such famous Makers as President Thomas Jefferson and Microsoft co-founder Paul 
Allen. 

 
508.2 A286 
Ahpornsiri, Helen  
Drawn from nature  
Somerville, MA : Big Picture Press, 2018. 
Subjects: Natural history—Juvenile literature. Nature—Juvenile 
literature. Outdoor life—Juvenile literature. Seasons—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book’s intricate artwork transforms leaves, petals, and 
seeds into bounding hares, swooping swallows, and blossoming trees. 
Using nothing but pressed plants, this journey through the seasons 
captures the wonder and magic of the natural world between the pages of 

a book. This standout book with beautiful nonfiction text will take readers through an 
extraordinary year in the wild. 
 

510 B293 
Barton, Craig  
Reflect, expect, check, explain : sequences and behaviour to enable 
mathematical thinking in the classroom 
Melton, UK : John Catt Educational Ltd., 2020. 
Subjects: Mathematics. Reflective teaching. 
Summary: The author offers an approach to help all our students think 
mathematically. It requires the careful sequencing of questions and 
examples, the role of the teacher, and the mathematical behaviour of our 
students. It has transformed his teaching. 
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510 S585 
Siltanen, Samuli  
Step into the world of mathematics : math is beautiful and belongs to all 
of us 
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2021. 
Subjects: Atmospheric sciences. Computer graphics. Machine learning. 
Mathematical models. Mathematics. Radiology. 
Summary: Modern life is increasingly relying on digital technology, which 
in turn runs on mathematics. However, this underlying math is hidden from 
us. That is mostly a good thing since we do not want to be solving equations 
and calculating fractions just to get things done in our everyday business. 

But the mathematical details do matter for anyone who wants to understand how stuff works, or 
wishes to create something new in the jungle of apps and algorithms. This book takes a look at 
the mathematical models behind weather forecasting, climate change prediction, artificial 
intelligence, medical imaging and computer graphics. The reader is expected to have only a 
curious mind; technical math skills are not needed for enjoying this text. 

 
510.1 S617 
Singh, Sunil 
Chasing rabbits : a curious guide to a lifetime of mathematical 
wellness 
San Diego, CA : IMPress, 2021. 
Subjects: Math anxiety. Mathematics—Philosophy. Mathematics—
Study and teaching. 
Summary: Mainstream math education over the last century has 
concretized an approach to mathematics that is rote, anxiety-producing, 
and far too focused on outcomes rather than the journey of discovery. In 
this book, the author offers an approach to mathematics that advocates 

getting lost, slowing down, feeling bewildered and disoriented, and even failing. Engaging with 
math in this way, he argues, can not only accomplish greater buy-in and enjoyment from math 
learners, but it can also affirm our sense of humanity and wellness overall. Singh also delves into 
variously complex mathematical problems to offer concrete examples of what doing math 
differently looks and feels like. Mathematics, Singh demonstrates, ought to be a site not of stress 
and anxiety, but of wonder and joy. 
 

510.712 D489 
Developing mathematical literacy through adolescent literature  
Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2022. 
Subjects: Mathematics in literature. Mathematics—Study and teaching 
(Secondary), 
Summary: Students are offered opportunities to explore multiple 
mathematical topics such as probabilities, statistics, linear equations, 
integers, and sequencing, as well as algebra, pre-calculus and calculus 
concepts through literature. As students develop mathematical literacy, 
they will also explore literary elements such as characterization, setting, 
and conflict. 
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523.18 B592 
Big bang: the theory and the origin of the universe [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2017. 
Subjects: Big bang theory. Cosmogony. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: The majority of today’s astronomers and scientists support the theory we call the Big 
Bang. But what does the theory actually entail? How did it develop? Who was Edwin Hubble 
and what are spectral lines? In this film, we explore the background of the Big Bang theory. Was 
it really a bang? What different substances and particles were formed right after the Big Bang? 
We will explore these things. We will also find out how nebulas, stars, planets and solar systems 
were created. And finally, we will learn what evidence exists that supports this theory. What 
evidence is there that the Big Bang theory could be true? 
 

530 S192 
Sampson, Victor; Hutner, Todd L.  
Student lab manual for argument-driven inquiry in physics. Volume 
1 : mechanics lab investigations for grades 9-12 
Arlington, VA : NSTA Press, 2017. 
Subjects: Laboratory manuals. Physics—Experiments. Physics—
Laboratory manuals. Physics—Study and teaching (Secondary)—Activity 
programs. Science—Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: This book provides the student materials you need to guide 
your students through a well-organized series of 23 field-tested labs. With 

lab details, safety information, and handouts, your students will be ready to start investigating. 
interactions, energy, work, and power. You can use the introduction labs to acquaint students 
with new content or the application labs for deeper exploration of the use of a theory, law, or 
unifying concept. The labs will also help your students learn the science practices, crosscutting 
concepts, and core ideas found in the Next Generation Science Standards and develop the 
disciplinary skills outlined in the Common Core State Standards. 

 
530.078 S192 
Sampson, Victor; Hutner, Todd L.  
Argument-driven inquiry in physics. Volume 1 : mechanics lab 
investigations for grades 9-12 
Arlington, VA : NSTA Press, 2017.  
Subjects: Mechanics—Experiments. Mechanics—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). Physics—Experiments. Physics—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). 
Summary: Physics teachers, great news! Now there’s a guide to argument-
driven inquiry (ADI) especially for you. It makes labs more authentic by 

teaching physics students to work the way scientists do by identifying questions, developing 
models, collecting and analyzing data, generating arguments, and critiquing and revising reports. 
This book focuses on mechanics and has two parts. The first part describes the ADI instructional 
model and the components of ADI lab investigations. The second part provides 23 field-tested 
labs covering a wide variety of topics related to forces and interactions, energy, work, and 
power.  
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549 E12 
Earth's surface. Minerals [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2021. 
Subjects: Earth (Planet)—Surface. Minerals. Nonfiction television programs. Physical 
geography. 
Summary: Geology is the study of the Earth and its surface. In this video, we learn about 
minerals – an important building block of our planet. They are found in rock, in the Earth’s crust 
and in the soil. And many key elements are minerals, such as coal. This video investigates what 
minerals are, how they are formed and how they are classified. We learn about the crystalline 
forms of minerals and terms such as streak and silicate minerals. 
 

550 S275 
Sayre, April Pulley 
Thank you, Earth : a love letter to our planet 
New York, NY : Greenwillow Books, 2018. 
Subjects: Earth (Planet)—Juvenile literature. Earth sciences—Juvenile 
literature. Nature—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: A love letter to the Earth shares striking photographic images 
from around the world that introduce such concepts as nature and 

science. Water, air, light. Patterns, curves, shapes, colors. Things that crawl, fly, float, run, 
bloom, ripen. Think of everything Earth gives us. What are you most thankful for? Includes 
notes from the author about related activities and resources. 
 
551.41 E12 
Earth's surface. Landforms [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2021. 
Subjects: Earth (Planet)—Surface. Landforms. Nonfiction television programs. Physical 
geography. 
Summary: There are features on Earth known as “landforms”: mountains, plains, lakes, islands, 
and many more. In this video, we’ll find out about landforms and how they originated. We’ll be 
looking at mountains, hills, valleys, plains, plateaus, watercourses, and landforms found along 
coastal areas. We’ll explain concepts such as plate tectonics, erosion, weathering, and uplift. 
How do glaciers shape the landscape below? How are plains formed? What’s the difference 
between a bay and a gulf? This video will tell us. 
 

551.458 T458 
Thomas, Keltie  
Rising seas : flooding, climate change and our new world 
Richmond Hill, ON : Firefly Books, 2018. 
Subjects: Climate changes—Juvenile literature. Floods—Juvenile 
literature. Sea level—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: The Earth's oceans are on the rise. Since 1900, global sea 
levels have risen steadily each year to a global average of about 8 inches 
(20cm) today, and they're still rising. By 2100, the sea could climb as 
much as 14 feet (4.3m) to 32 feet (9.75m). This book gives youth an eye-

popping view of what the Earth might look like under the rising and falling water levels of 
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climate change. Photographs juxtapose the present-day with that same area's projected future. 
The shocking images will help them understand the urgency for action. Key issues in today's 
news will be better understood, such as the 2015 Paris Protocol in which the world agreed to 
limit temperature increases to 2 degrees Celsius (ideally 1.5 degree). 
 

551.46 S912 
Strauss, Rochelle  
The global ocean  
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Environmental sciences—Juvenile literature. Human ecology—
Juvenile literature. Ocean—Juvenile literature. Oceanography—Juvenile 

literature. 
Summary: The author applies a positive, proactive approach to the urgent topics of climate 
change and ocean conservation in this gorgeous and unique depiction of the global ocean, based 
on the most current ocean science research. Examples of real people of all ages making a 
difference can be found in sidebars on each spread with more at the back of the book. Two 
sections list ways to help, one for children and one for the adults in their lives. There are many 
curriculum links in earth and life sciences, particularly in climate, environment, habitats, 
ecosystems and diversity of living things. 
 
552 E12 
Earth's surface : Rock [DVD]  
Place of publication  Kunskapsmedia Group, 2021. 
Subjects: Earth (Planet)—Surface. Nonfiction television programs. Physical geography. 
Summary: What is rock? Where did it come from? This video will show us. We’ll be finding out 
about the three main groups of rock — igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic — how they are 
formed and what characteristics they have. We’ll also see some amazing rock formations, like 
the Grand Canyon and Devils Tower. And we’ll get to know all about the Rock Cycle. 

 
571.8 R353 
Reid, Barbara 
Backyard life cycles  
Toronto, ON : Scholastic Canada, 2020. 
Subjects: Animal life cycles—Juvenile literature. Plant life cycles—
Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Barb Reid's one-of-a kind art brings the young reader's world to 
life in this engaging exploration of nature. Children will love to watch a 

tadpole hatch from an egg, a caterpillar turn into a butterfly, an acorn become a mighty oak, and 
a glorious sunflower grow from a tiny seed. Simple text and Barb's signature illustrations are a 
perfect fit with STEM themes for the younger readers. 
 
576.8 D489 
Early life [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2019. 
Subjects: Evolution. Life (Biology). Life—Origin. Natural history. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
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Summary: What were the first living organisms on Earth? In this episode, we travel billions of 
years backwards in time to learn how Earth was created. We hear about the significance of the 
nebular hypothesis theory and how Earth has changed since its inception. We learn about the 
formation of our solar system, development of Earth’s land, oceans and atmosphere, and tectonic 
plate movements. The earliest life forms on Earth were likely living unicellular organisms – 
autotrophs that used photosynthesis, prokaryotes (bacteria are one example), and stromatolites 
(colonies of unicellular bacteria). Next was the development of multi-cellular organisms – 
eukaryotes (paramecium cells and cells containing both organelles and a nucleus) including 
animal, plant and fungus cells, and specialized cells. Fossils show ancient multicellular life 
forms. Today more than 10 million living species exist on our planet. 
 
576.8 D489 
Evolution and Darwin [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2019. 
Subjects: Darwin, Charles,—1809-1882. Evolution. Life (Biology). Life—Origin. Natural 
history. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: In this episode we take a closer look at Charles Darwin – who was he and why is he 
important to our understanding about the development of life? We explore what evolution is and 
the meaning of natural selection. Why are concepts such as population, competition, and 
adaptation important to the development and survival of living organisms? We will learn all this 
in the third and final part of Development of Life. 
 
576.8 D489 
Life through the ages [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2019. 
Subjects: Evolution. Life (Biology). Life—Origin. Natural history. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: In this episode we will learn about the geological time scale – what was the climate 
like a billion years ago and what living organisms existed on Earth at that time? Why did the 
dinosaurs actually die out? We discuss concepts such as Precambrian, Paleozoic, and Mesozoic, 
and learn what an Archaeopteryx is. We will explore all these things in the second part. 
 

582.16097 W846 
Wohlleben, Peter  
Forest walking : discovering the trees and woodlands of North America 
Vancouver, BC : Greystone Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Forest ecology. Forests and forestry. Human beings—Effect of 
environment on. Nature—Psychological aspects. Outdoor recreation—
Psychological aspects. Trees—Ecology. Walking—Psychological aspects. 
Summary: When you walk in the woods, do you use all five senses to 
explore your surroundings? For most of us, the answer is no – but when we 
do engage all our senses, a walk in the woods can go from pleasant to 
immersive and restorative. This book teaches you how to get the most out 

of your next adventure by becoming a forest detective, decoding nature's signs and awakening to 
the ancient past and thrilling present of the ecosystem around you. What can you learn by 
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following the spread of a root, by tasting the tip of a branch, by searching out that bitter almond 
smell? 
 

591.564 M114 
McAllister, Angela  
Wild world  
Minneapolis, MN : Wide Eyed Editions, 2018. 
Subjects: Animals—Habitations—Juvenile literature. Habitat 
(Ecology)—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Discover thirteen incredible habitats, from the Arctic's crystal 
kingdom to the deep sea. A facts and figures section at the back completes 
this beautiful tribute to the last wildernesses of our world. 
 

 
611.2 B828 
Breathing and your lungs [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2020. 
Subjects: Educational videos. Respiration. Respiratory organs. 
Summary: When we breathe, our bodies exchange gases with the environment in a process called 
breathing, or respiration. But why do we breathe? What organs do we use when we breathe? In 
this video, we explore how the respiratory system works. We learn about cellular breathing and 
the organs involved in the breathing process – lungs, alveoli, bronchi and diaphragm; what a gas 
exchange is; how our body controls breathing, and conditions that affect breathing. Finally, we’ll 
talk about how to keep our respiratory system healthy. 
 
611.7 S627 
Skeleton and muscle [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2020. 
Subjects: Bones. Educational films. Muscles. Skeleton. 
Summary: They hold us up and help us move our bodies. This video explores our bones and 
muscles. We look at the different kinds of bones: long bones, flat bones, and irregular bones. We 
also learn terms like smooth muscle, saddle joint and periosteum. Finally, we'll talk about how to 
keep our bones and muscles healthy. 
 
612 G328 
Genetics. How traits are inherited [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2022. 
Subjects: Biology. Genetics. Heredity. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: Why do you have brown eyes like your dad and not blue eyes like your mom? In this 
video, we learn how traits are inherited. This is called genetics. Experimenting with pea plants in 
the late 19th century, Gregor Mendel laid the foundation of modern genetic science. In this 
video, we learn about Punnett squares and how our genes are put together. We go through terms 
like zygote, cell division, chromosome, cross-breeding and clones. We investigate the difference 
between dominant and recessive traits, and what determines whether a gamete develops into a 
girl or boy. 
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612.1 C267 
The cardiovascular system [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2020. 
Subjects: Cardiovascular system. Educational films. 
Summary: The cardiovascular (circulatory) system is our body’s transportation system. It 
consists of a pump, the heart, and an enormous network of pathways, the blood vessels. But what 
is blood and how does it circulate through our bodies? What other parts of the body work with 
the cardiovascular system? Your heart beats more than one hundred thousand times a day. In this 
film we explore the cardiovascular system: hemoglobin transports oxygen in the red blood cells, 
how blood delivers nutrients and disposes of waste; the role of white blood cells in fighting 
disease and infections; the components of blood, the role of platelets and the function and 
structure of the heart; pulmonary and systemic circulation; blood vessels – arteries, capillaries, 
and veins; blood pressure and pulse; and how to keep your heart healthy. 
 

612.6 H315 
Harris, Robie H.  
It's so amazing! : a book about eggs, sperm, birth, babies, and families 
Somerville, MA : Candlewick Press, 2014. 
Subjects: Human reproduction—Juvenile literature. Reproduction—
Juvenile literature. Sex instruction for children—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: How does a baby begin? What makes a baby male or female? 
How is a baby born? Children have plenty of questions about reproduction 
and babies, and about sex and sexuality, too. This book provides the 

answers with fun, accurate, comic-book-style artwork and a clear text that reflects the interests of 
children age seven and up in how things work, while giving them a healthy understanding of 
their bodies. 

 
612.661 H752 
Holmes, Melissa; Hutchison, Trish 
You-ology : a puberty guide for every body 
Itasca, IL :  American Academy of Pediatrics, 2022. 
Subjects: Puberty—Juvenile literature. Teenage boys—Physiology—
Juvenile literature. Teenage girls—Physiology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: What if learning about changing bodies wasn't secretive or 
shameful? And what if it could even be inclusive, fun, and, well, kind of 
adorable? A new kind of puberty guide, this book embraces an inclusive 
approach that normalizes puberty for all kids. 
 

 
612.661 P976 
Puberty [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2019. 
Subjects: Adolescence. Nonfiction films. Puberty. Teenagers—Physiology. 
Summary: When we grow up, we all look fairly similar. The human body grows and changes 
during our whole life, but at a certain age a lot of things happen in only a few years, usually 
between 10 and 13 years of age, during puberty. In this humorous, animated film we will learn 
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more about what happens when you hit puberty: the pituitary gland, body changes, ovulation and 
ejaculation, pubic and body hair, acne, sweat, erections, masturbation, voice changes, the 
reproductive system, menstruation, hormones, and social and emotional changes. 
 

613.6 B444 
Bellisario, Gina 
Be aware! : my tips for personal safety 
Minneapolis, MN : Millbrook Press, 2014. 
Subjects: Accidents—Prevention—Juvenile literature. Crime 
prevention—Juvenile literature. Safety education—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Sophie is on a mission. You can call her Agent S. Like any 
good spy, Sophie knows how to be safe. She helps her brother stay away 

from danger too. They watch for speeding cars. They avoid strangers. And they never goof 
around on the school bus! 
 

613.7046 H466 
Heil, Maureen; Rosen, Ilene S.  
Yoga and mindfulness for young children : poses for play, learning, 
and peace 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Exercise for children. Hatha yoga for children. 
Summary: Yoga isn't just the physical poses; intentional breathing (and 
therefore mindfulness) are an integral part of it. This book explains the 
physical and social-emotional benefits of incorporating yoga into early 
childhood classrooms. 

 
613.71071 T253 
Teaching about social justice issues in physical education 
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2019. 
Subjects: Action research in education. Physical education and 
training—Curricula. Physical education and training—Social aspects. 
Physical education teachers—Training of. Social justice—Study and 
teaching. 
Summary: Grounded in the transformative pedagogy theoretical 
framework, this book offers practical lessons and strategies on a wide 
variety of social issues that can be used in teacher education and the PK-
12 setting. The goal is for teacher educators and practitioners to feel more 
comfortable with teaching about and for social justice. 
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614.592 P268 
Parsons, Jon  
COVID-19 and ethics in Canada : the failure of common decency 
Toronto, ON : HCE Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Anti-vaccination movement—Canada. COVID-19 (Disease)—
Moral and ethical aspects—Canada. COVID-19 Pandemic, 2020- —Moral 
and ethical aspects—Canada. Public health—Moral and ethical aspects—
Canada. 
Summary: This book maps the trajectory of the first two years of the 
pandemic through the lens of applied ethics. Whereas the public discussion 
of the pandemic often centres on data, the essays and articles that make up 
the chapters of this book approach COVID-19 as an issue of morality and 

values. A key argument running through the text is that Canada’s response to the pandemic has 
been a failure of ethical action. The impacts of this failure can be seen in the disintegration of 
social relations and the fragmentation of Canadian identity. This book offers an unflinching look 
at how Canada failed the test of common decency and where the country goes from here. 
 
616.079 I33 
The immune system [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2022. 
Subjects: Educational films. Human body. Immune system. Immunopathology. 
Summary: Whenever you catch a cold, cut a finger or skin a knee, your immune system gets to 
work. But how does this system work? And what organs are involved? This video will teach us 
about the human immune system and how it keeps us healthy. We’ll be going through concepts 
like transmission of germs, surface barrier responses, internal responses, vaccines, allergies, and 
blood cells. We’ll also be looking at the difference between the immune system as a whole and 
our body’s defenses. To wrap things up, we’ll describe a few immune system disorders and 
provide a few pointers to promote a healthy immune system. 

 
616.85882 J76 
Jones, Dan  
Asperger's syndrome : tips and strategies : for parents/carers, 
teachers, friends, employers, and for those with Asperger's 
Chichester, UK : ALT Solutions,  2017. 
Subjects: Asperger's syndrome.  
Summary: This book combines the author’s own experiences as an autistic 
individual with his professional training and experience coming from the 
idea that the one similarity all humans share is that we are all different. All 
the tips and strategies start from an autistic perspective rather than from a 
professional’s perspective. The reason for this is there is a lot of advice out 

there which can disempower autistic individuals and work against how their mind works, causing 
more harm than good, it is important that the autistic individuals are at the heart of any tips and 
suggestions, not an afterthought, and that it isn’t about trying to fix or cure autistic people, but to 
help them thrive and meet their full potential. 
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616.85882 P985 
Purkis, Yenn; Masterman, Tanya 
The  awesome autistic go-to guide : a practical handbook for autistic 
teens and tweens 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2020. 
Subjects: Autism spectrum disorders. Autistic teens. 
Summary: This book explores what it feels like to be a young person on 
the autism spectrum and looks at all the brilliant things people on the 
autism spectrum can do. Full of insights about being awesome and 
autistic, this book celebrates the strengths of understanding the world in a 
different way. It looks at all the reasons being you and thinking differently 

can be totally awesome! It also has tips for managing tricky situations such as meltdowns, 
sensory differences and anxiety. It includes fun activities and diary pages where you can write 
your thoughts and feelings to help you concentrate on your strengths and work on your 
challenges. This book helps you develop the confidence to be who you are and help you live life 
with as little stress and anxiety as possible. 
 

616.85882 S838 
Sterling, Lindsey 
The social survival guide for teens on the autism spectrum  
Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Autistic youth—Life skills guides. Autistic youth—Social life 
and customs. Teenagers—Life skills guides. Teenagers—Social life and 
customs. 
Summary: Social situations can feel mysterious or tricky to navigate, and 
if you are on the autism spectrum, they can feel overwhelming. This book 
unlocks socialization secrets and helps you understand your feelings. 
Autism books for kids don't always address teenagers' needs, but the 

practical tips and step-by-step guides in this handbook are perfect for ages 12-16. Learn how to 
handle situations like managing anxiety, starting a conversation, understanding sarcasm, and 
dealing with conflict. Build stronger social skills and take care of your emotional health at the 
same time. This guide can help you feel more confident and more connected to people you care 
about. 

 
 616.89 T271 
Telford, Olivia 
Cognitive behavioral therapy and mindfulness : simple techniques to 
instantly overcome depression, relieve anxiety, and rewire your brain 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2021. 
Subjects: Behavior therapy. Cognitive therapy. Mental health. 
Mindfulness (Psychology). 
Summary: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and mindfulness go hand 
in hand in improving your mental health, and offer new ways to 
strengthen your emotional wellbeing. It’s so easy to let your mind slip 
destructively and allow it to run from thought to thought and worry to 
worry. It's time to challenge and educate yourself with approaches that 
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work. CBT and mindfulness are quickly becoming the most popular tools in the field of 
psychology. In this book, you will dive into what it takes to process your thoughts through CBT. 
You will find eye-opening strategies and exercises to lead you to a healthier and stronger sense 
of self. 

 
 616.8914 C672 
Coenen, Claudia  
The creative toolkit for working with grief and bereavement : a 
practitioner's guide with activities and worksheets 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2020. 
Subject: Grief therapy. Mental health counseling. Psychotherapy. 
Summary: This is a professional workbook for practitioners to use with 
clients experiencing grief. The book offers an easy-to-use guide to 
bereavement models and therapeutic approaches, with photocopiable 
exercises and worksheets. 

 
 

 618.3268 S756 
Spiller, Vanessa  
Explained by brain : the FASD workbook for parents, carers and 
educators 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2020. 
Subjects: Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders.  
Summary: This book’s approach utilises multiple well-researched 
frameworks to provide parents, carers and teachers with the tools they 
need to better understand and support young people with FASD. 
 
 
 618.326861 G295 
Geddes, Angela 
A complicated and beautiful brain : a guide to understanding the 
effects of prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) and what fetal alcohol 
spectrum disorder (FASD) looks like across the lifespan 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2021. 
Subjects: Behavioral toxicology. Children of prenatal alcohol abuse—
Development. Children of prenatal alcohol abuse—Psychology. Learning 
disabilities—Etiology. 
Summary: This book offers many case examples of puzzling 
presentations that are often unknowingly related to prenatal alcohol 

exposure (PAE) and expands upon what this can look like across the lifespan. With prevalence 
rates as high as they are, so many of us will relate, and it is my hope that people will feel better 
understood and supported immediately as a result. Take a step towards furthering your 
understanding of the implications of PAE/FASD from a front line and family perspective, and 
discover hope and strategies that will help those affected to live their best lives. This book is 
written in a way that can be enlightening and supportive to anyone who is neurodiverse; anyone 
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with complicated mental health issues, which often include the effects of PAE/FASD. It is also 
for anyone who loves and supports them. 

 
 618.326861 V817 
Virginia, Adam  
The complete guidebook on Fetal alcohol syndrome : the beginners 
guide on the causes, symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and management 
of fetal alcohol syndrome (the guide that works) 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 20-?. 
Subjects: Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders. 
Summary: Fetal alcohol syndrome is the most extreme fetal alcohol 
spectrum disorder. This resource addresses the effects that can take place 
when a pregnant woman drinks alcohol. 
 
 

 
 618.928588 T671 
Toole, Janine  
Describing skills for kids with Autism and Asperger's : six-minute 
thinking skills workbook 
Place of publication : Happy Frog Press,  2019. 
Subjects: Children with autism spectrum disorders. Communication—
Study and teaching (Elementary). Verbal ability in children—Study and 
teaching (Elementary). 
Summary: The ability to verbalize and describe their world is key for all 
learners. Whether it is describing an item they are looking for, recounting 
an incident that occurred to them, this workbook will ensure your learner 

has the ability to express their needs, concerns and interests. 
 

618.9285882 B368 
Beardon, Luke 
Autism and Asperger syndrome in children : for parents and carers of 
the newly diagnosed 
London, UK : Sheldon Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Asperger's syndrome in children. Autism in children. 
Summary: This book is an accessible, easy-to-read introduction for those 
encountering autism for the first time. Gently and honestly, it guides you 
through the issues you might encounter, busting the myths around autism 
and Asperger Syndrome, and explaining what the diagnosis means for your 
child, for you, and for your wider family. It looks at sensory profiles, helps 

you handle your child's anxiety, tackles education, and answers a variety of frequently asked 
questions. 
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618.9285882 T114 
Tabone, Francis  
The ASD independence workbook : transition skills for teens and 
young adults with autism 
Oakland, CA : Instant Help Books, 2018. 
Subjects: Autism spectrum disorders. Autism—Social aspects. Self-help 
publications. Social interaction in adolescence. 
Summary: Presented in an easy-to-follow format, this workbook is 
designed to help readers with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) gain 

practice with interactions they will inevitably encounter in everyday life—in school, on the job, 
and in their communities. 
 

618.928589 K78 
Koffler, Samantha 
The ADHD workbook for teens :  survival guide to help teens 
improve their motivation and confidence. How to self-regulate 
hyperactivity and focus on success 
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2020. 
Subjects: Attention-deficit disorder in adolescence. 
Summary: This book is a one-stop, indispensable resource for parents, 
teachers, psychologists, physicians, and other professionals who work 
with adolescents. It contains an immense amount of information and 

expertise about ADD and ADHD, including: diagnosis, school and academics, treatments, 
coexisting conditions, executive function deficits, behaviour issues, medications, parent 
advocacy, life after high school, and more. 
 

 618.928589 S165 
Saline, Sharon 
What your ADHD child wishes you knew : working together to 
empower kids for success in school and life 
New York, NY : Random House, 2018. 
Subjects: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder—Social aspects. 
Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. Attention-deficit-disordered 
children. Parent and child. 
Summary: This book presents a proven roadmap to help ADHD kids 
succeed in school and life. You've read all the expert advice, but despite 
countless efforts to help your child cope better and stay on track, you're 

still struggling with everyday issues like homework, chores, getting to soccer practice on time, 
and simply getting along without pushback and power struggles. What if you could work with 
your child, motivating and engaging them in the process, to create positive change once and for 
all? In this book, the author shares the words and inner struggles of children and teens living with 
ADHD—and a blueprint for achieving lasting success by working together. Topics include: * 
Setting mutual goals that foster cooperation * Easing academic struggles * Tackling everyday 
challenges, from tantrums and backtalk to staying organized, building friendships, and more.  
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618.9289 L719 
Liese, Aerial  
The play prescription : using play to support internalizing behaviors 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Child psychopathology—Treatment. Play assessment (Child 
psychology). 
Summary: This book explores internalizing behaviors such as anxiety, 
depression, and social withdrawal found in young children, ages 3 to 7. 
Behavioral symptoms are discussed, with a focus on child development 
and emotional competence. The author discusses a range of research-

supported interventions and prevention methods for children presenting symptoms and offers 
clear descriptions of educational strategies and implications for educators. 
 

641.5 H762 
Holzman, Daniel; Rodbard, Matt  
Food IQ : 100 questions, answers, and recipes to raise your cooking 
smarts 
New York, NY : HarperWave, 2022. 
Subjects: Cooking—Technique. Cooking. 
Summary: Featuring 100 essential cooking questions and answers, this 
book includes recipes and instructions for a variety of dishes that utilize a 
wide range of ingredients and methods. The authors provide essential 

information every home cook needs on a variety of cooking fundamentals and dozens of 
delicious recipes. Throughout this culinary reference guide and cookbook, readers can expect to 
find both wisdom and wit. From grilling to sous vide, handmade pasta to canned fish, and 
deconstructing everything from salt and olive oil to organic produce and natural wine, this book 
is a one-stop shop for foodies and home cooks, from novices to the most-adventurous 
culinarians. You don't know what you don't know. 

 
641.5636 M648 
Miller, Gabriel 
The plant-based diet for beginners : 75 delicious, healthy whole-food 
recipes 
Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Cookbooks. Cooking (Natural foods). Vegan cooking. 
Vegetarian cooking. 
Summary: This resource provides information and recipes for eating a 
plant-based diet. The topics include tips on how to maintain a plant-based 

diet, food substitutions, nutrition and health. 
Curriculum Studies: Food Studies 10, 20, 30. 
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641.597124 H249 
Hansen, Naomi  
Only in Saskatchewan : recipes and stories from the province's best-
loved eateries 
Victoria, BC : TouchWood Editions, 2022. 
Subjects: Cooking—Saskatchewan. Cooking, Canadian. Cooks—
Saskatchewan. Restaurants—Saskatchewan. 
Summary: In this celebration of Saskatchewan cuisine, the author pairs 
recipes from the province’s best-loved restaurants with profiles of the 
chefs and families behind those recipes. This book captures the mix of 

culinary influences—Ukrainian, Indigenous, Italian, Vietnamese, Indian, Persian, Dutch, 
Mexican, and more—that come together in the Land of the Living Skies. Featuring the north, 
centre, and south of the province (with dedicated chapters for Saskatoon and Regina), this book 
showcases historic restaurants like the Yvette Moore Gallery Café in Moose Jaw, Baba’s 
Homestyle Perogies in Saskatoon, and Italian Star Deli in Regina, as well as newer favourites. 
With food and landscape photos, and a handy sourcing guide to Saskatchewan suppliers, the 
book is at once a beautiful tribute and valuable resource for exploring the province’s culinary 
scope. 
 

649.65 H941 
Hunt, Jonny  
Sex Ed for grown-ups : how to talk to children and young people 
about sex and relationships 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Parenting. Sex instruction for children. Sex instruction for 
youth. Sex instruction. 
Summary: When it comes to talking to children and young people about 
sex and relationships, it is difficult to know what to say. How do you 
answer their questions? How much is too much? And what is age 
appropriate? This book is an open and honest guide that empowers adults 

to talk to young people about all things sex and relationships. Written by an independent 
relationship and sex education consultant, this light-hearted and accessible book encourages 
grown-ups to think and talk about the topics that scare them the most: from body parts, gender, 
puberty and first-time sex, to pornography, sexting and knowing what to do when things go 
wrong.  
 
649.65 W567 
Where do babies come from? [DVD] 
Place of publication : Kunskapsmedia Group, 2017. 
Subjects: Children's films. Educational films. Sex instruction for children. 
Summary: Where does a baby come from? How did it get into its mother’s belly, how can it eat 
there, and how does it get out? We learn that everything starts with an egg and a sperm. This 
animated film explains the reproductive system, ovaries and testicles, menstruation, fertilization, 
artificial insemination, inheritance, cell division, fetus development, the placenta and umbilical 
cord, birth, breast feeding, and adoption. 
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658.4022 C881 
Coyle, Daniel 
The culture code : the secrets of the highly successful groups 
New York, NY : Bantam Books, 2018. 
Subjects: Corporate culture. Leadership. Teams in the workplace. 
Summary: Culture is not something you are—it's something you do. This 
book puts the power in your hands. No matter the size of your group or 
your goal, this book can teach you the principles of cultural chemistry that 
transform individuals into teams that can accomplish amazing things 
together. 
 

 
658.406 A546 
Anderson, Donald L.  
Organization development : the process of leading organizational 
change. Fifth edition 
Thousand Oaks, CA : SAGE, 2020. 
Subjects: Organizational change. 
Summary: This book offers a comprehensive look at individual, team, and 
organizational change, covering classic and contemporary organization 
development (OD) techniques. The author provides students with the 
organization development tools they need to succeed in today’s 
challenging environment defined by globalization, rapidly changing 

technologies, economic pressures, and evolving workforce expectations.  This new edition has 
been updated to reflect the latest research. New "Profiles in OD" highlight a variety of 
practitioners and researchers. New cases, examples, and a new chapter on organization design 
and culture interventions provide readers with the latest information on OD best practices. 
 

658.4092 G848 
Grieser, Randy 
The ordinary leader : 10 key insights for building and leading a 
thriving organization 
Winnipeg, MB : Achieve Publishing, 2017. 
Subjects: Leadership. Management. Organizational effectiveness. 
Success in business. 
Summary: An ordinary leader is someone who leads a small organization 
or team that is doing great things. They manage the majority of the 
world's workforce, but they don't lead large corporations or big 
government agencies. Ordinary leaders are rarely written about in books 
or quoted in magazines. They are, however, important. The author 

presents 10 key insights for building and leading a thriving organization. These are the principles 
he identifies as instrumental to success as a leader. Writing for leaders everywhere, he inspires, 
motivates, and explains how to make each insight a reality in your organization. 
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658.456 F559 
Fitzpatrick, Rob; Hunt, Devin 
The workshop survival guide : how to design and teach workshops 
that work every time 
Place of publication : Robfitz Ltd., 2019. 
Subjects: Communication in small groups. Experiential learning. 
Leadership. Personnel management. Success in business. 
Summary: Whether workshops are your whole world or just a small part, 
this book will equip you with the tools to design and run a brilliant session, 
every time, with no stress or drama. And you won't even need to turn into a 
charismatic superstar to make it happen. 

 
 
658.456 M177 
McWaters, Viv; Moore, Johnnie 
Creative facilitation : inspiration and provocation for more creative 
meetings and workshops 
Torquay, Australia : Creative Facilitation, 2021. 
Subjects: Creative ability in business. Meetings. Teams in the workplace. 
Summary: Meetings don't have to suck. They can be fun, engaging and 
productive. The authors offer dozens of tips and insights to help you do a 
better job of facilitating. They explain how to get out of the traps that lead 
meetings to be boring and soul-sucking. This is a concise and colourful 
guide to get meetings that really work for human beings, working with 

emotions to generate more powerful results. 
 
 

707.1 S997 
Szekely, Ilona  
The art teacher's guide to exploring art and design in the community 
New York, NY : Bloomsbury Academic, 2022. 
Subjects: Art—Study and teaching. Artists and community. Community 
arts projects. 
Summary: How can community art build connection in diverse 
communities? Where is the art in contemporary libraries? How do you 
bring subway art into the classroom? Drawing on an abundance of 
examples from around the world, the author inspires readers to look 

beyond the classroom walls to develop meaningful art experiences for students. She shows the 
myriad art forms, media expressions, and design professions that have the influence and potential 
to shape the local environment, reaching far beyond the traditional museum and gallery venue. 
Underpinned by a clear philosophical foundation, the field-tested approaches show readers how 
to go beyond the study of reproductions or dwelling on the masters’ art in museums, instead 
having meaningful art experiences using everyday objects and diverse collective experiences. 
She also shows that innovative and exciting art lessons don't need large amounts of funding, 
transportation or even a museum within the local community.  
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741.5971 S923 
Strong, Amanda  
Four faces of the moon [graphic novel]  
Toronto, ON : Annick Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Graphic novel adaptation. Graphic novels. Indigenous 
Peoples—Canada—Colonization—Fiction. Indigenous Peoples—
Canada—History—Fiction. Métis—History—Fiction. 
Summary: Based on the author's film, this graphic novel follows the 
journey of Spotted Fawn, an Indigenous photographer, as she travels 
through time, witnessing moments in her family's history and 
strengthening her connection to her Métis, Cree and Anishinaabe 

ancestors. 
 

741.5971 V217 
Van Camp, Richard 
A blanket of butterflies [graphic novel]  
Winnipeg, MB : Highwater Press, 2015. 
Subjects: Graphic novels. Samurai—Comic books, strips, etc. Spiritsi—
Comic books, strips, etc. Swords—Comic books, strips, etc. 
Summary: This graphic novel follows the journey of Shinobu, as he tries 
to retrieve his family's samurai armor and sword from the local museum 
in Fort Smith, NWT. When he discovers that his grandfather's sword was 
lost in a poker game, he sets out to retrieve it with the help of a young 
boy, Sonny, and his grandmother. 
 

 
745.5942 N858 
Norris, Rachel 
Mastering wirework jewelry : 15 intricate designs to create 
Lewes, UK : Guild of Master Craftsman Publications Ltd, 2017.  
Subjects: Jewelry making. Wire craft. Wire jewelry. 
Summary: If you enjoy making wirework jewelry and are looking for a 
new challenge, then this is the perfect book for you. There are 15 intricate 
and beautiful wirework jewelry projects to make. Each has detailed step-
by-step tips to follow, plus there are fully comprehensive tools, materials 

and techniques sections to provide all the know-how you need. Projects include: pendants, 
brooches and necklaces inspired by nature and animals. 
 

 751.422 C146 
Calderon, Ana Victoria 
Creative watercolor and mixed media : a step-by-step guide to 
achieving stunning effects : play with gouache, metallic paints, 
masking fluid, alcohol & more! 
Beverly, MA : Quarry, 2021. 
Subjects: Mixed media (Art)—Technique. Watercolor painting—
Technique. 
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Summary: Start with the essentials—paint, paper, and brushes—then learn about the featured 
mediums for mixing, including masking fluid, gold leaf, bleach, salt, and alcohol; take a step-by-
step look at fundamental water colour techniques; learn to paint a variety of striking organic 
motifs and surface effects, including stirring skies and clouds, sparkling galaxies, flowing 
oceans, and dazzling crystals; find great project ideas for stylish gifts and stationery. Whether 
you're new to the medium or are looking to add new techniques to your watercolour practice, 
find a brush, paints, and some easy-to-use materials and take a creative journey with water 
colour. Perfect for all skill levels, the books in the Art for Modern Makers series take a fun, 
practical approach to learning about and working with paints and other art mediums to create 
beautiful DIY projects and crafts. 
 

 751.422 W746 
Wilshaw, Ruth 
Creative gouache : a step-by-step guide to exploring opaque 
watercolor 
Beverly, MA : Quarry, 2021. 
Subjects: Gouache painting—Technique. Mixed media painting. 
Summary: This book presents beginner tutorials for working with gouache 
transparent watercolor's opaque sister showing how to paint bright, bold, 
modern effects, florals and motifs, and combine it with other mediums. 

Perfect for creative beginners, the books in the Art for Modern Makers series take a fun, practical 
approach to learning about and working with paints and other art mediums to create beautiful 
DIY projects and crafts. 
 

751.73 Z78 
Zinn, David  
Chance encounters : temporary street art 
Munich, Germany : Prestel Verlag, 2022. 
Subjects: Ephemeral art. Street art. 
Summary: This book preserves Zinn’s art in all its colorful, hypnotic 
glory by bringing together never-before-published images of his eye-
popping creations. Created over the last two years on streets across the 
globe, these adorably zany and deceptively three-dimensional characters 

come to life on manhole covers and streetlamps, village squares and subway platforms. Zinn’s 
most frequent characters are a bright green googly-eyed monster and a phlegmatic flying pig—
but the diversity of his menagerie is limited only by the size of the sidewalk and the spirit of the 
day. 
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781.11 H773 
Honing, Henkjan 
Music cognition  
London, UK : Routledge, 2022. 
Subjects: Cognition. Music—Psychological aspects. 
Summary: In this volume, the author explores how music makes us feel: 
exhilarated, soothed, or inspired. Grounded in the latest research in areas 
of psychology, biology, and cognitive neuroscience, and with clear 
examples throughout, this book concentrates on underappreciated musical 
skills such as a sense of rhythm, beat induction, and relative pitch, that 
make people intrinsically musical creatures―supporting the conviction 
that all humans have a unique, instinctive attraction to music. 
 
787.4092 H678 
Ho, Joanna 
Playing at the border : a story of Yo-Yo Ma 
New York, NY : HarperCollins Publishers, 2021. 
Subjects: Cellists—Biography—Juvenile literature. Ma, Yo-Yo,—1955- 
—Juvenile literature. Ma, Yo-Yo,—1955- —Performances—Mexican-
American Border Region—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: “Yo-Yo Ma uses art to push boundaries,” explains the detailed 

notes on the famous cellist's life that close this stirring yet gentle book. The main text tells of the 
day Ma transcended a boundary, however, playing at the U.S.-Mexico border as part of a day of 
action on April 13, 2019. 

 
792.028 D381 
Demircioğlu, Beliz  
Improvisation in the expressive and performing arts : the relationship 
between shaping and letting-go 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019. 
Subjects: Improvisation (Acting). Improvisation in art. Improvisation in 
dance. 
Summary: This book explores the process of improvisation and outlines 
the ideal conditions for an inspirational creative state. Examining her own 
process as an artist and drawing on interviews with peers, the author 
considers how the forces of shaping (intellect-driven decisions) and 

letting-go (more intuitive moves) interact in improvisation. 
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792.0712 W336 
Watkinson, Joanne 
Ultimate drama activities for the classroom  
Glasgow, Scotland : Salamander Street, 2021. 
Subjects: Drama—Study and teaching (Secondary)—Activity programs. 
Monologues. 
Summary: As well as featuring drama games to use in the classroom, this 
book contains thorough instructions, valuable advice and useful activities 
to use in the teaching of improvisation and devising for small and large 
groups and working with script. 
 

 
811.54 W932 
Worth, Valerie 
All the small poems and fourteen more  
New York, NY : Square Fish, 1994. 
Subjects: Children's poetry, American. 
Summary: This book contains all of Worth’s original 99 poems and 
pictures, in addition to 14 new poems. 
 
 
 
 

 
811.6 C913 
Creech, Sharon 
Love that dog  
New York, NY : HarperTrophy, 2001. 
Subjects: Novels in verse. Poetry—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: A young student, who comes to love poetry through a personal 
understanding of what different famous poems mean to him, surprises 
himself by writing his own inspired poem. 
 
 
 

 
811.6 E46 
Elliott, Zetta 
Say her name  
New York, NY : Jump at the Sun, 2020. 
Subjects: African American women—Poetry. Young adult poetry, 
American. 
Summary: Inspired by the #SayHerName campaign launched by the 
African American Policy Forum, these poems pay tribute to victims of 
police brutality as well as the activists insisting that Black Lives Matter. 
The author engages poets from the past two centuries to create a chorus of 
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voices celebrating the creativity, resilience, and courage of Black women and girls. This 
collection features 49 powerful poems, four of which are tribute poems inspired by the works of 
Lucille Clifton, Audre Lorde, Nikki Giovanni, and Phillis Wheatley. 
 

811.6 H654 
Hillman, Jeannie  
A very silly alphabet  
Halifax, NS : Nimbus Publishing, 2021. 
Subjects: Alphabet books. English language—Alphabet—Juvenile 
poetry. 
Summary: This book is a collection of 26 delightful read-aloud poems. 
It's playful and packed with wonderful words and curious characters—
like little Leila, who just cannot stop licking things, and Queen Quinlan 
the Querulous, a wretched quibbler. Will Silly Sally find happiness with a 

sausage by the sea? Will Idris Iago Inigo Crump ever get the lump out of his pillow? Created by 
former literacy teacher Jeannie Hillman, this book is intended to stretch the idea of an alphabet 
book past introducing and promoting familiarity with letters toward helping children develop 
phonetic, as well as phonic, awareness in a light-hearted, fun context. Readers will love the 
rhythms, rhymes, and tongue-twisters of this absolutely ridiculous alphabet. 
 

 
811.6 R463 
Reynolds, Jason  
Ain't burned all the bright  
New York, NY : Atheneum, 2022. 
Subjects: African Americans—Poetry—Juvenile fiction. Children's 
poetry, American—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: This book is a smash up of art and text that viscerally captures 
what it is to be Black. In America. Right Now. 
 
 
 
 
813.6 A753 
Arnold, Elana K.  
What Riley wore  
New York, NY : Beach Land Books, 2019. 
Subjects: Clothing and dress—Juvenile fiction. Friendship—Juvenile 
fiction. Gender identity—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Gender-creative Riley knows just what to wear for every 
occasion during a busy week with family and friends. 
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813.6 A887 
Atwood, Margaret 
The testaments 
Toronto, ON : McClelland & Stewart, 2019. 
Subjects: Dystopian fiction. Misogyny—Fiction. Pregnancy—Social 
aspects—Fiction. Surrogate mothers—Fiction. Women—Fiction. 
Summary: This novel picks up the story fifteen years after Offred stepped 
into the unknown, with the explosive testaments narrated by three female 
characters. 
 
 

 
813.6 B355 
Baxter, Jean Rae 
The knotted rope 
Vancouver, BC : Ronsdale Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Canada—History—1763-1867—Juvenile fiction. Slavery—
Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: The year is 1793, the year in which a new law is passed to 
gradually end slavery in Upper Canada. The new law is not perfect; it will 
leave hundreds still in slavery for the rest of their lives. But it is enough to 
make many slave owners afraid that their investment in slaves will soon be 
worth nothing. Not wanting to lose money, some of them sell their slaves 

to dealers, who resell them in slave markets in the United States. Broken Trail, a white boy 
adopted by the Oneida First Nation, was brought up to be a warrior. He has long witnessed his 
adoptive people being treated with injustice and is angered by the unimaginable suffering of 
Black slaves who spend their lives in bondage. When 12-year-old Rosa and her father are sold to 
a slave dealer, Broken Trail has a plan to rescue them and set them free for life. 
 

813.6 B789 
Boyagoda, Randy  
Governor of the northern province : a novel 
Toronto, ON : Penguin Canada, 2006. 
Subjects: Africa, West—Politics and government—1960- —Fiction. 
Bokarie, Sam—Fiction. Sierra Leone—History—Civil War, 1991-2002—
Fiction. 
Summary: Sam Bokarie is an ex-African warlord who moves to small-
town Canada to capitalize on its zealous hospitality. Based in part on a 
notoriously vicious figure, this debut novel responds to this warlord's 
mysterious disappearance by imagining what would happen if he turned 

up in Canada and aligned himself with an ambitious but clumsy politician. With searing wit, the 
author has created a powerful tale of political ambition and unlikely alliances that reviewers 
hailed as genius. 
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813.6 C689 
Cole, Elizabeth 
Mindfulness makes me stronger  
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2022. 
Subjects: Emotions—Juvenile fiction. Meditation—Juvenile fiction. 
Mindfulness (Psychology)—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: When little Nick starts to miss everything that happens around 
him, his dad teaches him to deal with worries in a fun and playful way. By 

using kids' breathing techniques and other helpful tips, Nick learns to control his big feelings and 
becomes mindful. 
 

813.6 D184 
Daniel, Danielle  
Forever birchwood  
Toronto, ON : HarperCollins Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Environmentalists—Juvenile fiction. Friendship—Juvenile 
fiction. Grandmothers—Juvenile fiction. Logging—Juvenile fiction. 
Mothers and daughters—Juvenile fiction. Tree houses—Juvenile fiction.  
Summary: Wolf lives in a northern mining town where she spends her 
days exploring with her three best friends: Penny, Ann, and Brandi. The 
girls' treehouse hideaway, Birchwood, is Wolf's favourite place on earth. 
As summer arrives, Wolf and her friends find plastic, orange bands 

wrapped around the trees near their cherished hangout spot, and their once stable friendship 
starts to unravel. Can the girls stay together long enough to save their special place? 
 

813.6 D364 
Del Rizzo, Suzanne  
My beautiful birds  
Toronto, ON : Pajama Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Birds—Juvenile fiction. Refugee camps—Juvenile fiction. 
Refugees—Syria—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Fleeing a home destroyed in the Syrian Civil War, Sami 
worries about the pet pigeons he left behind. Even in the relative safety of 
a refugee camp, the boy struggles to participate in daily activities, 

consumed by thoughts of what he has lost. At last, when new birds in need of care enter his life 
Sami begins the long road to healing. 
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813.6 D655 
Doherty, Sheryl 
Finding Izzy  
Mossbank, SK : Wood Dragon Books,  2021. 
Subjects: Amnesia—Fiction. Foster home care—Fiction. Indigenous 
Peoples in Canada. Recovered memory—Fiction. Self-consciousness 
(Awareness)—Fiction. 
Summary: A teen wakes up in a hospital with no memory. There is 
nothing to indicate who she might be—no identification and no 
distinguishing marks on her body, not even a freckle. She is brought to a 
foster home where she wades through relationships all the while trying to 

figure out her identity. Her skin colour and features indicate she is Indigenous, possibly Cree. 
But how did she arrive alone and naked in a Vancouver metro station? As she begins to piece 
together the puzzle with the help of two new friends, she discovers she is no ordinary girl. 
 

813.6 F228 
Farish, Terry; Bonny, OD  
A feast for Joseph 
Toronto,ON : Groundwood Books/House of Anansi Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Dinners and dining—Juvenile fiction. Mothers and sons—
Juvenile fiction. Refugee families—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: When Joseph and Mama lived in a refugee camp in East 
Africa, everyone cooked and ate together. And Joseph could always hear 

someone playing the awal. It's much too quiet and lonely in his new home. Though Whoosh, the 
girl who lives upstairs, is friendly, Joseph misses having more people around, especially his 
grandmother, who still lives across the ocean. So ,he invites his relatives in the city to come for 
dinner, then he invites his teacher, then Whoosh and her mami — but everyone is too busy. Ever 
hopeful, Joseph picks the last greens from the garden. At least he and Mama will be ready to 
cook if someone comes. The next night Whoosh and her mami appear at the door with a big 
cake, and Whoosh and Joseph cook up a feast. A touching story about adjusting to a new home 
and the pleasure of cooking and sharing food with friends. 

 
813.6 F247 
Faruqi, Reem 
I can help  
Grand Rapids, MI : Eerdmans Books for Young Readers, 2021. 
Subjects: Kindness—Juvenile fiction. Peer pressure—Juvenile fiction. 
Schools—Juvenile fiction 
Summary: Zahra loves spending time with Kyle at school, but when her 
other classmates start teasing her for helping him, she starts making 
choices she regrets. 
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813.6 F492 
Finch, Michelle; Finch, Phoenix  
Phoenix goes to school : a story to support transgender and gender 
diverse children 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2018. 
Subjects: First day of school—Juvenile fiction. Gender identity—
Juvenile fiction. Schools—Juvenile fiction. Transgender children—
Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: With encouragement from her mother, teacher, and a fellow student, Phoenix, who 
was assigned male at birth but identifies as female, finds the courage to face the first day of 
school. 
 

813.6 G624 
Goldstone, Gabriele 
Tainted amber  
Vancouver, BC : Ronsdale Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Amber—Juvenile fiction. Germany—History—1933-1945—
Juvenile fiction. Jews—Germany—History—1933-1945—Juvenile 
fiction. Teenagers—Germany—History—20th century—Juvenile fiction. 
Young adult fiction. 
Summary: It's 1937, and Katya is working as a servant girl on the 
Trakehner horse breeding estate in East Prussia where she is caught up in 
the Nazi spirit of the time. One hot June day, Katya and her Jewish friend 

Minna Epstein travel to Rauschen, a spa town on the Baltic, to search for a perfect piece of 
amber. Helmut and David, the estate owner's two sons, accompany them and things go from 
peaceful and predictable to dramatic and unsettling. By summer's end, Minna has to leave for 
Vienna, ostensibly, to study acting. The new girl who replaces her, Gretchen, is an avid Nazi 
supporter. She and Helmut, an aspiring SS recruit, soon become a couple. Meanwhile, David and 
Katya enjoy riding in the East Prussian countryside. One evening, David, the sensitive son who 
will have nothing to do with Nazism, has an epileptic seizure. According to the 1935 Nuremberg 
Race Laws, he must be sterilized. As Katya and David struggle to salvage their relationship, 
Minna writes and shares how under the guise of amber hunting, Helmut seduced her and left her 
holding a piece of amber containing a doomed life. Breeding Trakehner horses might be an exact 
science, but breeding perfect Aryans is much more complicated. 
 

813.6 G664 
Gordon, Michael 
My body bubble  
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2021. 
Subjects: Child sexual abuse—Prevention—Juvenile fiction. 
Interpersonal relations—Juvenile fiction. Personal space—Juvenile 
fiction. Respect for persons—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Saying NO to hugs is OK. All preschoolers and young kids 
want to touch everything and everyone as they learn about the world 

around them. As much as kids enjoy physical contact with close family members, it doesn’t 
always mean that they are okay with strangers or friends touching them. 
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813.6 G783 
Gray Smith, Monique  
Tilly : a story of hope and resilience 
Winlaw, BC : Sono Nis Press, 2013. 
Subjects: Alcoholics—Rehabilitation—Fiction. Families—Fiction. 
Indigenous Peoples—British Columbia—Fiction. Indigenous youth—
Fiction. 
Summary: In this semi-autobiographical coming-of-age novel, a young 
girl discovers that her mother, a Cree, was stolen away from her family as 
a child. She finds the strength to come to terms with her Aboriginal 
heritage and learns to embrace her identity. 
 
813.6 H164 
Hale, Shannon 
This book is not for you!  
New York, NY : Dial Book for Young Readers, 2022. 
Subjects: Books and reading—Juvenile fiction. Choice (Psychology)—
Juvenile fiction. Traveling libraries—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: When the bookmobile librarian refuses to lend Stanley the 
story he wants, he learns the importance of advocating for the book of his 
choosing, and in doing so teaches the librarian the virtue in allowing 
everyone to select the stories they enjoy. 

 
813.6 H551 
Herman, Steve 
Teach your dragon body safety  
Place of publication : Digital Golden Solutions, 2021. 
Subjects: Child sexual abuse—Prevention—Juvenile fiction. Children—
Conduct of life—Juvenile fiction. Dragons—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Written from a child's point of view, this fun, cute, and 
entertaining illustrated book is a must have book for parents, teachers, 
counselors and educators to gently teach kids about body safety, 

inappropriate/appropriate touching and other appropriate responses to keep kids safe. 
 

813.6 H557 
Hernandez, Catherine  
Where do your feelings live?  
Toronto, ON : HarperCollins Publishers, 2022. 
Subjects: Compassion—Juvenile fiction. Emotions—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: This is a picture book about the ways we can show love to 
difficult feelings. When you’re someplace unfamiliar, how do you feel? 
Does your feeling live in your tummy where strange creatures roam in 

fields of prickly grass? Does it want to burrow its head deep in the sand where no one can find 
it? In this new picture book, young readers are encouraged to show compassion to themselves, 
their families and communities and to imagine where inside themselves they keep their feelings.  
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813.6 H927 
Humphreys, Helen 
Rabbit Foot Bill : a novel 
Toronto, ON : HarperCollins Publishers, 2020. 
Subjects: Friendship—Fiction. LSD (Drug)—Fiction. Mentally ill—
Fiction. Murder—Fiction. Psychiatry—Fiction. 
Summary: A lonely boy in a prairie town befriends a tramp in 1947 and 
then witnesses a shocking murder. Based on a true story. Canwood, 
Saskatchewan, 1947. Leonard Flint, a lonely boy in a small farming town 
befriends the local tramp, a man known as Rabbit Foot Bill. Bill doesn't 
talk much, but he allows Leonard to accompany him as he sets rabbit 

snares and to visit his small, secluded dwelling. Being with Bill is everything to young 
Leonard—an escape from school, bullies and a hard father. So his shock is absolute when he 
witnesses Bill commit a sudden violent act and loses him to prison. Fifteen years on, as a newly 
graduated doctor of psychiatry, Leonard arrives at the Weyburn Mental Hospital, both excited 
and intimidated by the massive institution known for its experimental LSD trials. To Leonard's 
great surprise, at the Weyburn he is reunited with Bill and soon becomes fixated on discovering 
what happened on that fateful day in 1947. Based on a true story, this page-turning novel from a 
master stylist examines the frailty and resilience of the human mind. 
 

813.6 I73 
Isaac, Brian Thomas 
All the quiet places  
Victoria, BC : Brindle and Glass, 2021. 
Subjects: Day laborers—Fiction. Families—Fiction. Off-reservation 
boarding schools—Canada—Fiction. Okanagan Valley (B.C. : Region)—
Fiction. 
Summary: Eddie is growing up with his mother and little brother on the 
Okanagan Indian Reserve. When his father returns after years away, he 
brings chaos to their household, and it is only when he's with his 
grandmother that Eddie feels peace. 

 
813.6 J25 
Jain, Mahak 
Bharatanatyam in ballet shoes  
Toronto, ON : Annick Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Ballet dancers—Juvenile fiction. Ballet dancing—Juvenile 
fiction. Bharata natyam—Juvenile fiction. Dance—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: A girl explores her love of dancing and her cultural identity in 
a lively picture book with echoes of the real-life collaboration between 
Bharatanatyam icon Rukmini Devi Arundale and ballerina Anna Pavlova. 

Paro comes from a dancing family. At home, she dances Bharatanatyam with her mom, and now 
she's excited to learn ballet. But what if she can't dance like the other kids in her class? Ballerinas 
move like fairies, while Bharatanatyam dancers seem like queens. Paro can't be both ... can she? 
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813.6 J96 
Justus, Rob 
Brave enough  
Salem, MA : Page Street Kids, 2022. 
Subjects: Brothers and sisters—Juvenile fiction. Courage—Juvenile 
fiction. Humorous stories. Monsters—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Little Brother sees monsters everywhere, so he'd rather stay 
safely inside and read all about them in his books. Big Sister believes 
monsters are nothing but phony baloney make-believe and drags Little 

Brother on a hair-raising adventure to prove it. In a hilarious echo of common sibling squabbles 
that both older and younger siblings will appreciate, Little Brother has soon had ENOUGH of 
Big Sister trying to make him just like her. When Big Sister leads them into big trouble, it's time 
for Little Brother to show that he has what it takes to save the day. 
 

813.6 K27 
Keir, Gemma  
Down syndrome  
Hertfordshire, UK : The Abilities In Me, 2020. 
Subjects: Down syndrome—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: This picture book is dedicated to children with Down 
syndrome, also known as Trisomy 21. Explore the day in the life of a 
young girl, through bright, colourful illustrations and text. Perfect for 
teachers, parents and children alike, this book will bring awareness of 

the condition and teach children how to be supportive and be kind. This collection of books show 
how each child can celebrate their abilities within their disability, find acceptance and create 
awareness to those around them. 
 

813.6 K37 
Kent, Deanna  
The fast and the furriest  
New York, NY : Imprint, 2019. 
Subjects: Cats—Juvenile fiction. Dogs—Juvenile fiction. Theft of relics—
Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: After a thief steals a dangerous artifact, Ophelia Von Hairball 
is tasked with stealing it back, but the dogs of the Central Canine 
Intelligence Agency are hot on her tail, and they want the artifact for 
themselves. 
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813.6 K37 
Kent, Deanna  
Meow or never  
New York, NY : Imprint, 2020. 
Subjects: Cats—Juvenile fiction. Competition—Juvenile fiction. 
Heists—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Ophelia and her inventor sidekick Oscar F. Gold are preparing 
for the biggest challenge the FFBI (Furry Feline Burglary Institute) has to 
offer: The M.E.O.W. competition! The fur-and-fin duo show up with the 
most valuable treasure they can find, but Ophelia's cousin Pierre von 
Rascal beats them to the punch with a priceless painting that puts their loot 

to shame. Ophelia is certain the expensive artwork is an elaborate fake, but she will need every 
pawful of her singular style, winning wit, and purr-fect poise to prove Pierre is nothing but a 
wannabe cheetah-before he steals her prize! 
 

813.6 K37 
Kent, Deanna  
Snazzy cat capers  
New York, NY : Imprint, 2018. 
Subjects: Burglary—Juvenile fiction. Cats—Juvenile fiction. Diamonds—
Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Internationally famous cat burglar Ophelia von Hairball V 
adores jewels-—the only thing she loves more is a challenge. She's never 
met a safe she couldn't crack. Now the Furry Feline Burglary Institute 
(FFBI) offers her the ultimate caper: steal the giant Himalayan diamond 
and win their top award! There's a catch! The FFBI sends an enthusiastic 

inventor to help Ophelia...but this cat works alone, and Oscar Fishgerald Gold smells fishy. Can 
the smartest, stealthiest, and snazziest of cats learn to work with a fintastic sidekick and prove 
she's still the world's most purr-fect burglar? Adventure, heists, and teamwork abound in this fun, 
witty middle-grade series brimming with cat-tastic black-and-white illustrations. 
 

813.6 K97 
Kusugak, Michael  
The curse of the shaman : a marble island story 
Toronto, ON : HarperTrophyCanada,  2006. 
Subjects: Exile (Punishment)—Juvenile fiction. Inuit—Juvenile fiction. 
Shamans—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Sometimes even shamans get cranky. That was baby 
Wolverine’s misfortune—to be cursed by an out-of-sorts shaman 
frustrated by his own baby daughter’s incessant crying. Not only has 
shaman Paaliaq forbidden the future marriage of Wolverine to Breath, 
Paaliaq’s beautiful but teary baby girl, he has cursed Wolverine, banishing 

him when he becomes a young man. And even when a contrite Paaliaq later revokes the curse, 
the shaman’s even crankier magic animal will not. Now Wolverine finds himself stranded on a 
barren island, locked in a life-or-death struggle to return to his home, his family and a very 
special young girl. 
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813.6 L433 
Lê, Minh 
Drawn together  
New York, NY : Little, Brown and Company, 2018. 
Subjects: Art—Juvenile fiction. Communication—Juvenile fiction. 
Grandfathers—Juvenile fiction. Grandparent and child—Juvenile 
fiction. Intergenerational relations—Juvenile fiction. Storytelling—
Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: A boy and his grandfather cross a language and cultural 
barrier using their shared love of art, storytelling, and fantasy. 

 
813.6 L778 
Little, Jean  
A long way home  
Toronto, ON : North Winds Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Friendship—Juvenile fiction. Gardening—Juvenile fiction. 
Monarch butterfly—Juvenile fiction. Refugees—Juvenile fiction.  
Summary: Jane and Maya are very different. Maya is a quiet girl and a 
refugee, new to this country, while chatty and outgoing Jane has lived in 

the same place her whole life. The girls become friends at school, where they learn about 
endangered species and decide to do their own small part to help by supporting migrating 
monarch butterflies. Together they plant a milkweed garden to feed and shelter the tiny creatures, 
then watch in amazement as the monarchs go through their life cycle before leaving on their long 
journey to Mexico. After all the butterflies have departed Maya finally speaks up about her own 
long journey to Canada and wishes the monarchs safety in their new home too. 
 

813.6 L783 
Liu, Sylvia 
A morning with grandpa  
New York, NY : Lee & Low Books Inc., 2016. 
Subjects: Grandfathers—Juvenile fiction. Hatha yoga—Juvenile fiction. 
Tai chi—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Curious and energetic Mei Mei attempts some t'ai chi forms as 
her grandfather demonstrates them, then tries to teach him basic yoga 
poses. This book includes introductions to t'ai chi and yoga, as well as 
instructions for the exercises described in the text. 
 
813.6 L933 
Lucas, Angie 
My big, dumb, invisible dragon  
Boulder, CO : Sounds True, 2019. 
Subjects: Dragons—Juvenile fiction. Grief—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: The day a young boy loses his mother, an invisible dragon 
swoops in and stays with him, weighing him down day and night until, at 
last, their relationship changes. 
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813.6 L954 
Lukoff, Kyle  
Explosion at the poem factory  
Toronto, ON : Groundwood Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Factories—Juvenile fiction. Poetry—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: When Kilmer Watts gets a job at the poem factory, he 
discovers that poetry is no longer being written by people but is instead 
assembled by machines. All that changes one day when the machines 
malfunction and the factory collapses. Will poetry survive? 
 
 

 
813.6 N429 
Nelson, Richard 
You're perfect the way you are!  
Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2018. 
Subjects: Self-esteem—Juvenile fiction. Shame—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Everyone tends to see flaws in themselves where none exist. 
Our children pick up on the subtleties of self-shaming that you may not 
even be aware of. Follow one little girl as she goes about her day, 
wondering if she could somehow be better. 
 
813.6 N576 
Nhin, Mary 
Adaptable ninja  
Place of publication : Grow Grit Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Adaptability (Psychology)—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Find out what happens in this SEL book about developing 
cognitive flexibility and set shifting skills. 
 
 
813.6 N576 
Nhin, Mary 
Brave ninja 
Place of publication : Grow Grit Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Anxiety—Juvenile fiction. Emotions—Juvenile fiction. 
Respiration—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: In this comedic story about developing courage, Brave 
Ninja finds a way to calm fears and soothe anxiety so that Brave Ninja 
can become the best ninja possible. 
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813.6 N576 
Nhin, Mary  
Flexible thinking ninja  
Place of publication : Grow Grit Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Problem solving—Juvenile fiction. Thought and thinking—
Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Find out what happens in this SEL book about developing 
flexible thinking skills. 
 
813.6 P361 
Pearson, Debora  
My words flew away like birds  
Toronto, ON : Kids Can Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Friendship—Juvenile fiction. Immigrants—Canada—Juvenile 
fiction. School—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: This is a story about the experience of a child who moves to a 
new country. Everything feels new and strange to her, and though she has 
learned some of the language, when she tries to speak, all her words fly 
away. In the end, our heroine finds she doesn't need a lot of words to 

make a new friend. It is a story of finding a sense of belonging in a new place, resilience, and 
human connection.  
 

813.6 R353 
Reid, Barbara  
Read me a book  
Toronto, ON : Scholastic Canada, 2016. 
Subjects: Board books. Books and reading—Juvenile fiction. 
Storytelling—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Warm and detailed plasticine illustrations of adults and 
children reading together join with bouncy, rhythmic verse to invite 
children and parents to share the joy of reading indoors and out, at any 

time of day. 
 

813.6 S127 
Saeed, Aisha  
Bilal cooks daal  
New York, NY : Salaam Reads, 2019. 
Subjects: Cooking, Pakistani—Juvenile fiction. Friendship—Juvenile 
fiction. Lentils—Juvenile fiction. Pakistani Americans—Juvenile 
fiction. Patience—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Bilal and his father invite his friends to help make his 

favorite dish, daal, then all must wait patiently for it to be done. 
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813.6 S738 
Spathelfer, Teoni 
Abalone woman  
Victoria, BC : Heritage House Publishing,  2022. 
Subjects: Courage—Juvenile fiction. Heiltsuk (First Nation)—
Juvenile fiction. Resilience (Personal trait)—Juvenile fiction.  
Summary: A vivid dream teaches Little Wolf about courage and 
acceptance of those who are different and inspires her to show her 
daughters and their classmates how to be proud of their diverse cultural 

backgrounds. Throughout her life, Little Wolf has been troubled by the injustice she sees all 
around her. When she was young, she was bullied for her Indigenous heritage. Her mother, 
White Raven, spent ten years in a residential school, separated from her family and isolated from 
her culture. Little Wolf's own children are growing up in a different, more open society, but 
hatred and racism still exist. Little Wolf worries about the world her daughters will inherit. One 
night, a vivid dream helps her realize her own strength as a leader and peacemaker in her 
community. Told with powerful imagery and symbolism, Abalone Woman is the third book in 
the Little Wolf series, which presents themes of racism, trauma, and family unity through 
relatable, age-appropriate narratives. 
 

813.6 T462 
Thomas, Sarah  
Kalamata's kitchen  
New York, NY : Random House, 2021. 
Subjects: Courage—Juvenile fiction. First day of school—Juvenile 
fiction. Imagination—Juvenile fiction. Markets—India—Juvenile 
fiction. 
Summary: Tomorrow is Kalamata's first day at a new school, and 
she's nervous. If only Kalamata and Al Dente could go back to the 

Indian spice market they visited this summer, then maybe she'd remember how to feel brave 
when new experiences seem scary. Luckily for Kalamata, all the magic required for her journey 
is right in her own kitchen. As Kalamata and her alligator friend, Al Dente, transport themselves 
to a magical land filled with tasty ingredients, she realizes being brave is exciting. 
 

813.6 V974 
Vowel, Chelsea  
Buffalo is the new buffalo : stories 
Vancouver, BC : Arsenal Pulp Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Métis—Canada—Fiction. Science fiction. Short stories. 
Summary: "Education is the new buffalo" is a metaphor widely used 
among Indigenous Peoples in Canada to signify the importance of 
education to their survival and ability to support themselves, as once 
Plains nations supported themselves as buffalo peoples. Inspired by classic 
and contemporary speculative fiction, this collection explores science 

fiction tropes through a Metis lens.  Indigenous futurisms seek to discover the impact of 
colonization, remove its psychological baggage, and recover ancestral traditions. 
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813.6 W129 
Wagamese, Richard 
Dream wheels : a novel 
Toronto, ON : Anchor Canada, 2006. 
Subjects: Bull riding—Fiction. Indigenous Peoples—British Columbia—
Fiction. 
Summary: Joe Willie Wolfchild is on the verge of becoming a World 
Champion rodeo cowboy when a legendary bull cripples him. At the same 
time, in the same city, Claire Hartley is brutally assaulted and her 14-year-
old son, Aiden, is critically injured during a burglary. The young Ojibway-
Sioux man, the black single mother and her mulatto son find their lives 
irrevocably changed. Claire’s and Joe Willie’s wounds bring them together 

in a surprising romance, and beneath it all is Joe Willie’s father’s tale of the changes in the life of 
the Indian cowboy. 
 

813.6 W482 
Wenzel, Brendan  
A stone sat still  
San Francisco, CA : Chronicle Books, 2019. 
Subjects: Nature (Aesthetics)—Juvenile fiction. Perception—
Juvenile fiction. Stone—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Told in rhyming verse, a stone is considered from a 
variety of environmental and emotional perspectives, as it sits where 

it is, surrounded by grass, dirt, and water, an unchanging certainty in the world. 
 

813.6 W896 
Woods, Matthew 
I wanna be—a C.E.O.  
Code Breaker, 2021. 
Subjects: Career development—Juvenile fiction. Chief executive 
officers—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Have you ever imagined what you will be when you grow 
up? Hilton has. Have you ever wondered about all of the things you’ll 
need to do? Hilton has. Every night Hilton imagines what he will be 

when he grows up. Tonight, he will be a C.E.O. 
 

813.6 W896 
Woods, Matthew  
I wanna be—a meteorologist  
Code Breaker, 2021. 
Subjects: Meteorologists—Juvenile fiction. Television 
weathercasters—Juvenile fiction. Weather—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Have you ever imagined what you will be when you grow 
up? Hilton has. Have you ever wondered about all of the things you’ll 
need to do? Hilton has. Every night Hilton imagines what he will be 

when he grows up. Tonight, he will be a meteorologist. 
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813.6 W896 
Woods, Matthew  
I wanna be—a pilot  
Code Breaker, 2021. 
Subjects: Air pilots—Juvenile fiction. Career development—Juvenile 
fiction. 
Summary: Have you ever imagined what you will be when you grow 
up? Hilton has. Have you ever wondered about all of the things you’ll 

need to do? Hilton has. Every night Hilton imagines what he will be when he grows up. Tonight, 
he will be a pilot. 

 
813.6 W896 
Woods, Matthew 
I wanna be—an architect  
Code Breaker, 2021. 
Subjects: Architects—Juvenile fiction. Career development—Juvenile 
fiction. 
Summary: Have you ever imagined what you will be when you grow up? 
Hilton has. Have you ever wondered about all of the things you’ll need 

to do? Hilton has. Every night Hilton imagines what he will be when he grows up. Tonight, he 
will be an architect. 

 
813.6 Y26 
Yarborough, Lori Leigh  
Hannah's Down syndrome superpowers : book 2 
Texas, ON : One Three Nine Inspired Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Ability—Juvenile fiction. Children with Down syndrome—
Juvenile fiction. Down syndrome—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: Hannah, superhero princess, explains her Down Syndrome 
Superpowers, how they affect her, and how she's more like other kids 
than different. 
 

 
813.6 Z21 
Zaidman, Harriet  
Second chances  
Markham, ON : Red Deer Press, 2021. 
Subjects: Hockey stories. Life changing events—Fiction. Poliomyelitis—
Fiction. Young adult fiction. 
Summary: Dale Melnyk, who plays goal for his community hockey team 
and dreams of playing in the NHL someday, suddenly finds himself 
gasping in an iron lung. Like other young polio victims in Winnipeg in 
1955, Dale's life is upended. As he fights back, he learns some hard 
realities about the disease – and also about the racism lurking in the city. 
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814.6 M847 
Morgan, Dawn 
Unsettled : a reckoning on the Great Plains 
Regina, SK : University of Regina Press, 2022. 
Subjects: Frontier and pioneer life—Great Plains. Great Plains—Ethnic 
relations—History. Great Plains—Race relations—History. Great 
Plains—Social conditions—20th century. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. 
Morgan, Dawn, 1957- . 
Summary: This book is a memoir that reckons with the high costs of 
European settlement and Indigenous dispossession on the Great Plains. A 
surprise rodeo leaves a buffalo bull dead and a cowboy gored to death. 

Seeing the death of the one man who was ever kind to him, and believing it was his fault, Dawn 
Morgan's father goes on a bender and ends up dead. His sudden death and the mystery around it,  
forces Morgan to reflect on the events of the bloodied corral, the decimated buffalo herds and 
Indigenous Peoples displaced to make way for ranching country on the prairies. Morgan shares 
the internal struggle between resistance and allegiance to the settler-descendent stories she grew 
up with, while paying respects to her father and documenting the censorship she faced from her 
mother, loyal still to the pioneer myth of the early twentieth century. It is only when both parents 
are gone that Morgan is liberated to write a story of reckoning on the Great Plains. 
 

818.6 A135 
Abdelmahmoud, Elamin 
Son of elsewhere : a memoir in pieces 
New York, NY : Ballantine Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Abdelmahmoud, Elamin. Authors, Canadian—Biography. 
Identity (Psychology). Immigrants—Canada—Biography. 
Summary: Arriving in Canada at age 12 from Sudan, the author’s teenage 
years were spent trying on new ways of being in the world, new ways of 
relating to his almost universally white peers. In this extraordinary debut 
collection, the process of growing—of trying, failing, and trying again to 
fit in—is cast against the backdrop of the memory of life in a different 

time, and different place—a Khartoum being bombed by the United States. Taken together, these 
essays explore how we pick and choose from our experience and environment to help us in the 
ongoing project of defining who we are.  
 

901 T396 
Theorizing historical consciousness 
Toronto, ON : University of Toronto Press, 2004. 
Subjects: Historiography. History—Philosophy. 
Summary: Our understanding of the past shapes our sense of the present 
and the future: this is historical consciousness. A diverse group of 
international scholars contribute to this book to address the problem of 
historical consciousness from the disciplinary perspectives of history, 
historiography, philosophy, collective memory, psychology, and history 
education. Historical consciousness has serious implications for 
international relations, reparations claims, fiscal initiatives, immigration, 
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and indeed, almost every contentious arena of public policy, collective identity, and personal 
experience. Never has the idea of a straightforward 'one history that fits all' been less workable. 
This title sets various theoretical approaches to the study of historical consciousness side-by-
side, enabling us to chart the future study of how people understand the past. 
 

920.009296 N561 
Newton, Akilah 
Movers, shakers, history makers : the Canadian Black history 
book of rhymes 
Place of publication :Akilah Newton Projects Inc., 2021. 
Subjects: Black Canadians—Biography—Juvenile literature. Black 
Canadians—History—Juvenile literature. Black people—Canada—
Biography—Juvenile literature. Black people—Canada—History—
Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Meet 26 inspiring politicians, artists, trail blazers and athletes in this rhyming 
children's book. Black Canadians have paved the way for many while marching to their own 
beat. 
 

971 H322 
Harrison, Trevor W.; Friesen, John W.  
Canadian society in the twenty-first century : an historical 
sociological approach. Fourth edition 
Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2021. 
Subjects: Canada—Civilization—21st century—Forecasting—Textbooks. 
Canada—Civilization—Textbooks. Canada—English-French relations—
Textbooks. Indigenous Peoples—Canada—Government relations—
Textbooks. Indigenous Peoples—Canada—Textbooks. 
Summary: This foundational text encourages students to consider some of 
the tough questions Canadian citizens are likely to face in adjusting to the 

demands and challenges of life in the twenty-first century. Divided into three sections, the text 
investigates economic, political, cultural, and ideological perspectives through three main 
relationships: Canada and Quebec, Canada and the United States, and Canada and Indigenous 
Peoples. 
 

971.00497 D495 
Devine, Heather 
The people who own themselves: Aboriginal ethnogenesis in a 
Canadian family, 1660-1900 
Calgary, AB : University of Calgary Press, 2004. 
Subjects: Métis—Canada—Biography. Métis—Canada—History. 
Summary: This title reconstructs 250 years of Desjarlais family history 
across a substantial area of North America, from colonial Louisiana, the 
St. Louis, Missouri, region, and the American Southwest to Red River and 
Central Alberta. In the course of tracing the Desjarlais family, social, 
economic, and political factors influencing the development of various 

Aboriginal ethnic identities are discussed. With intriguing details about Desjarlais family 
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members, this book offers new, original insights into the 1885 Northwest Rebellion, focusing on 
kinship as a motivating factor in the outcome of events. With a unique how-to appendix for 
Métis genealogical reconstruction, this book will be of interest to Métis wanting to research their 
own genealogy and to scholars engaged in the reconstruction of Métis ethnic identity. 
 
CURR SASK SCIE EART 
Earth science 30 
Regina, SK : Ministry of Education, 2018. 
Subjects: Competency-based education—Saskatchewan. Earth sciences (Secondary)—
Saskatchewan—Curricula. Teaching—Aids and devices. 
Summary: This curriculum provides the intended learning outcomes that Earth Science 30 
students are expected to achieve by the end of the course. 
 

 
FR 305.8 L683 
Leyens, Jacques-Philippe  
Sommes-nous tous racistes? : psychologie des racismes ordinaires. 
Nouvelle édition 
Bruxelles, Belgique : Éditions Mardaga, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Prejudices. Racism—History. 
Racism—Psychological aspects. Stereotypes (Social psychology) 
Summary: Dans cette nouvelle édition, l'auteur appelle à comprendre et 
admettre le racisme ordinaire pour mieux le dépasser. 
 
 

 
FR 320.715 W345 
Watt, Jennifer  
Les changements politiques dans les maritimes  
Oakville, ON :  Rubicon Publishing, 2021. 
Subjects: Canada—Juvenile literature. French language materials. Maritime Provinces—Politics 
and government —Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Ce manuel retrace l'histoire des changements politiques qui ont eu lieu dans les 
Maritimes entre 1820 et 1920. 
 
FR 331.8809715 F966 
Fuller, Heidi 
Possibilité et défis  
Oakville, ON :  Rubicon Publishing, 2021. 
Subjects: French language materials. Labor movement—Canada—History. Working class—
Canada—History. 
Summary: Dans ce manuel, tu étudieras les changements qui se sont produits dans les Maritimes 
de 1820 a 1920. Tu liras aussi sur les possibilités de changement actuelles. Á la fin du manuel, to 
pourras formuler une réponse aux questions d'enquête centrales. 
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FR 901 L791 
Llano, Yimia., and López, Joel 
Stratégie pédagogique pour le développement de la pensée historique 
: références théoriques et méthodologiques sur le développement de la 
pensée historique 
Place of publication : Sciencia Scripts, 2022. 
Subjects: French language materials. Historiography. History—
Methodology. 
Summary: Les investigations qui ont été signalées dans le paragraphe 
précédent, contiennent trois thèmes, premièrement, la pertinence de 
l'enseignement de l'Histoire, le développement des structures cognitives 

pour apprendre à penser l'Histoire, et l'apprentissage conceptuel des concepts du passé. Malgré la 
rareté dans notre pays d'études sur la construction de la pensée historique du point de vue de 
l'apprentissage conceptuel, nous devons souligner la tradition que cette ligne de recherche a eue 
au Royaume-Uni, en Espagne et en Amérique latine depuis les années soixante-dix, quatre-vingt 
et quatre-vingt-dix de le siècle dernier. Actuellement, il a été étendu aux États-Unis, compte tenu 
de l'importance accordée au changement conceptuel chez les écoliers, à partir de la prise en 
compte de la réflexion sur l'Histoire dans l'environnement social dans lequel elle vit. Tradition et 
continuité qui expriment la validité du thème étudié tant au niveau national qu'international. 

 
 FR 917.11 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew 
La Cordillère canadienne  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Canadian Cordillera—Geography—Juvenile literature. French 
language materials. Human ecology—Canadian Cordillera—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes 
régions du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 
préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre biodiversité 

en devenant gardien et protecteur de son avenir. 
 
 FR 917.12 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew 
Les plaines intérieures  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: French language materials. Human ecology—Northwest 
Territories—Juvenile literature. Human ecology—Prairie Provinces—
Juvenile literature. Northwest Territories—Geography—Juvenile 
literature. Prairie Provinces—Geography—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes 
régions du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 

préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre biodiversité en devenant gardien 
et protecteur de son avenir. 
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 FR 917.14 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew  
Le Bouclier canadien  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Canadian Shield—Geography—Juvenile literature. French 
language materials. Human ecology—Canadian Shield—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes 
régions du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 
préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre 

biodiversité en devenant gardien et protecteur de son avenir. Traduction de : Canadian Shield. 
 
FR 917.14111 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew  
Les basses terres de la baie d’Hudson  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: French language materials. Hudson Bay—Geography—
Juvenile literature. Human ecology—Hudson Bay—Juvenile literature. 
Human ecology—James Bay (Nunavut)—Juvenile literature. James Bay 
(Nunavut)—Geography—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes régions 
du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 

préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre biodiversité en devenant gardien 
et protecteur de son avenir. Traduction de : Hudson Bay Lowlands. 

 
 FR 917.15 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew 
Les hautes terres appalachiennes  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Appalachian Region—Geography—Juvenile literature. 
Atlantic Provinces—Geography—Juvenile literature. French language 
materials. Gaspésie (Québec)—Geography—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes 
régions du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 
préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre 

biodiversité en devenant gardien et protecteur de son avenir. 
 
 FR 917.19 C825 
Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew 
Le territoire arctique  
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 
Subjects: Canada, Northern—Geography—Juvenile literature. French 
language materials. Human ecology—Canada, Northern—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: Dans cette série, découvrez-en davantage sur les vastes 
régions du Canada et leurs caractères uniques. Naviguez à travers les 
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préoccupations actuelles et apprenez comment respecter notre biodiversité en devenant gardien 
et protecteur de son avenir. 
 
FR 940.53715 L629 
Leskun, Charles; Tobin, Tim  
La première guerre mondiale : les répercussions sur les maritimes 
Oakville, ON :  Rubicon Publishing, 2021. 
Subjects: French language materials. World War, 1914-1918—Juvenile literature. World War, 
1914-1918—Maritime Provinces—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Ce manuel explore les répercussions de la première guerre mondiale sur les 
Maritimes. 
 

FR 971.40072 L649 
Létourneau, Jocelyn 
Passer à l'avenir : histoire mémoire, identité dans le Québec 
d'aujourd'hui 
Montréal, QC : Boréal, 2000. 
Subjects: Canada—History—Philosophy. French language materials. 
Group identity—Québec (Province). Memory—Social aspects—Quebec 
(Province). Québec (Province)—Historiography. Québec (Province)—
History—Philosophy. 
 
 

 
FR 971.5 H689 
Hodgson, Natalie; McKay, Heather  
Les communatés des maritimes  
Oakville, ON :  Rubicon Publishing, 2021. 
Subjects: Canada—Juvenile literature. Communities—Juvenile literature. French language 
materials. Maritime Provinces—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Les Maritimes sont le foyer de beaucoup des communautés. De 1820 à 1920, le mode 
de vie des communautés était différent. Certaines communautés avaient accès aux ressources 
dont elles avaient besoin pour survivre. Les lois de gouvernement rendaient difficile la vie de 
certaines commanautés. 
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